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Terms of reference  

 

1. This draft report has initially been prepared by the National Food Institute, Technical Uni-

versity of Denmark. The report gives input for discussions in the OECD working group of experts 

involved in the project Feasibility study for minor enhancements of TG 421/422 (Reproduc-

tion/Developmental Toxicity Screening Test) /(Combined Repeated Dose Toxicity Study with the 

Reproduction/Developmental Toxicity Screening Test) with ED-relevant endpoints. Subsequently, 

the draft report has been revised based on the discussions in this working group. 

 

Aim  

 

2. The aim of this project is to do a feasibility study for minor enhancements of TG 421/422 

(Reproduction/Developmental Toxicity Screening Test) /(Combined Repeated Dose Toxicity Study 

with the Reproduction/Developmental Toxicity Screening Test) with ED-relevant endpoints. This 

review addresses scientific and technical concerns regarding inclusion of additional ED related end-

points in TGs 421/422. The endpoints considered include anogenital distance (AGD), Nipple Reten-

tion (NR), thyroid hormones and malformations of external reproductive organs in male offspring. 

For these endpoints, the scientific and technical questions considered include: 

 Are standardized methods available? 

 Is the sensitivity sufficient with the number of litters per group?  

 Are the endpoints of relevance for humans? 

 Are there animal welfare concerns? 

 Is the enhancement possible without changes or with only minor changes in study design? 

 

Background and expected regulatory need/data requirement that will be met by 

the proposed outcome of the project 

 

3. The TGs 421/422 (Reproduction/Developmental Toxicity Screening Test) /(Combined 

Repeated Dose Toxicity Study with the Reproduction/Developmental Toxicity Screening Test) pro-

vides information on adverse effects on development and reproduction including effects on endo-

crine organs and is used in various regulatory frameworks (such as REACH) to generate infor-

mation for risk assessment of chemicals. In GD 150 (Guidance Document on Standardised Test 

Guidelines for Evaluating Chemicals for Endocrine Disruption) it is written: “The reproduc-

tion/developmental screening tests OECD TG 421 and 422 are included in Level 4 as supplemental 

tests because they give limited but useful information on interaction with endocrine systems. EDs 

may be detected by effects on reproduction (gestation, gestation length, dystocia, implantation loss-

es), genital malformations in offspring, marked feminized AGD in males, changes in histopathology 

of sex organs or effects on the thyroid gland” (OECD 2012). 

 

4. However, it is recognized that these in vivo screens need to be updated in relation to inclu-

sion of some sensitive effect endpoints relevant for Endocrine Disruption. In the revised OECD 
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Conceptual Framework (CF) from OECD the reproduction/developmental screening tests TGs 421 

and 422 are included in Level 4 “if enhanced” as supplemental tests because they provide limited 

but useful information on interaction with endocrine systems (OECD 2012).  

 

5. DK has  undertaken the examination of available existing data and peer review scientific 

relevant papers to make a proposal to the VMG-mammalian WG/Expert group on whether or not it 

is relevant to include these ED related endpoints in a proposal for revision of OECD TG 421 and 

422.  

6. It will also be considered whether certain slight adaptions of the test designs of these test 

guidelines may be warranted to include for consideration other ED related endpoints if such are 

being suggested by the EG/VMG-mammalian for this project.    

7. The results of the project may contribute to an improved sensitivity for identification of 

developmental toxicants in mammalian species at an early stage in the regulatory testing schemes 

for industrial chemicals (e.g. REACH) as information from TGs 421/422 are already required in 

such regulatory testing schemes.  

8. If these endpoints are implemented in these TGs it will enhance the international harmoni-

zation of hazard assessment with regard to developmental toxicity effects (OECD 2012).  

9. An important point is that the ability for detection of EDs can be enhanced without increas-

ing the number of experimental animals used.  

10. Assessment of AGD and NR are mandatory in TG 443 and could probably easily be in-

cluded in the TG 421/422. For the examination of NR it may, however, be needed to extend the 

study period in 421/422 from PND 4 to PND 12 or13 to examine this endpoint at the optimal time 

period.  

11. The OECD TG 407 (Repeated dose 28- day oral toxicity study in rodents) has been updat-

ed in 2008. The assay has been validated for some endocrine endpoints but the sensitivity of the 

assay is not sufficient to identify all EATS-mediated EDs. The validation of the assay (OECD, 

2006) showed that it identified strong and moderate EDs acting through the ER and AR; and EDs 

weakly and strongly affecting thyroid function. It was relatively insensitive to weak EDs acting 

through the ER and AR. This assay also have some optional endpoints such as uterine and ovary 

weight, Changes in vaginal smears, histopathologic changes in mammary gland histopathology as 

well as serum T3, T4, TSH as well as thyroid weight.  

12. The new extended one-generation reproductive toxicity study (EOGRTS) (OECD TG 443) 

includes more endpoints sensitive to endocrine disruption than OECD TG 416 and, as it also uses 

reduced animal numbers, it is expected that it will often replace OECD TG 416 for mammalian re-

productive toxicity testing (GD 150). Endpoints sensitive to endocrine disruption, not specified in 

OECD TG 416, include anogenital distance at birth, areola/nipple retention, measurement of thyroid 

hormones and TSH levels. Effects on the developing nervous and immune systems are also as-
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sessed. These systems may also be sensitive to endocrine influences. This test is also expected to 

have greater sensitivity than OECD TG 416 as it requires an increased number of pups to be exam-

ined. In summary, the new EOGRT study (OECD TG 443) is preferable for detecting endocrine 

disruption because it provides an evaluation of a number of endocrine endpoints in the juvenile and 

adult F1, which are not included in the 2-generation study (OECD TG 416) adopted in 2001. 

13. This review also focuses on genital malformation. In TG 443 all selected F1 animals are 

evaluated around sexual maturity and notes are taken for any abnormalities of genital organs, such 

as persistent vaginal thread, hypospadias or cleft penis. In the current TG 422 it is noted that each 

litter should be examined as soon as possible after delivery to establish the number and sex of pups, 

stillbirths, live births, runts (pups that are significantly smaller than corresponding control pups), 

and the presence of gross abnormalities.  

14. The power of the update endpoints in TG 421/422 with around 8 litters per group com-

pared with the power for similar endpoints in OECD TG 443 with around 20 litters per group is 

important to consider. This has been done by conducting statistical analyses of existing data (cf. 

Appendix 1). 

15. TG 407 (Repeated Dose 28-Day Oral Toxicity Study in Rodents) was enhanced in 2008 

with regard to inclusion of some ED relevant endpoints. However, it seems even more relevant to 

also include some ED relevant endpoints in TG 421/422 where the exposure periods cover some of 

the sensitive periods during development (pre- or early postnatal periods).  

16. AGD and NR have the last decades been shown to be sensitive and non-invasive end-

points, when investigating effects of anti-androgenic compounds administered during the critical 

periods of prenatal development (Clark et al. 1990, Gray et al. 1999, McIntyre et al. 2000, 

Mylchreest et al. 1999, Hass et al. 2007).  

17. Animal studies indicate that both AGD and NR are sensitive markers for increased risk of 

malformations of the external reproductive organs (Christiansen et al. 2008). Moreover, AGD and 

NR examinations have been included in the new TG 443 (Extended One-Generation Reproductive 

Toxicity Study) and in both GD 43 and GD 151 it is stated that AGD can be used for NOAEL set-

ting (ref. GD 151; GD 43).  

 

Anogenital distance (AGD) 

 

Method  

18. New-born male rats have no scrotum, and the external genitalia are undeveloped, and only 

a genital tubercle is apparent for both sexes. The AGD is the distance from the anus to the insertion 

of this tubercle, the developing genital bud. The AGD is androgen dependent, and studies show that 

the AGD is normally about twice as long in male as in female rats. Similarly, in new-born humans 
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the AGD measure was about two-fold greater in males than in females (Salazar-Martinez et al. 

2004). 

19. The method for assessing AGD is already described in para 45 in TG 443, i.e.: 

45. The anogenital distance (AGD) of each pup should be measured on at least one occasion from 

PND 0 through PND 4. Pup body weight should be collected on the day the AGD is measured and 

the AGD should be normalized to a measure of pup size, preferably the cube root of body weight 

(12).  

20. Some further guidance is given in GD 34, i.e.: 

165. AGD may be influenced by the size of the animal and this should be taken into account when 

evaluating the data. The size or length of the pups is normally not measured (sometimes crown-

rump), but body weights are measured. In some cases, the anogenital index, i.e., AGD divided by 

body weight, is used. However, body weights of pups may be quite variable leading to a large var-

iation in the anogenital index. This could mask eventual effects on AGD and is therefore not rec-

ommended. Instead, the size of the animals should be accounted for by including a covariant. Body 

weight can be used, but this parameter is in three dimensions, while AGD is in one dimension. Con-

sequently, the optimal covariate seems to be the cube root of the body weight (Clark, 1999). A sta-

tistically significant change in AGD that cannot be explained by the size of the animal indicates 

effects of the exposure and should be used for setting the NOAEL. 

21. In GD 150 it is written: “For example, feminized AGD in male offspring (observed in 

OECD TG 416 and possibly in OECD TG 421/422) may be considered as conclusive evidence of an 

endocrine disrupting effect”.  

22. Thus changes in AGD in the OECD 421/422 screening studies can be used for setting an 

NOAEL. However, if the result is not reproducible in larger, more definitive studies (e.g., OECD 

443), the results may be overridden, depending on a case by case evaluation including e.g. the dose 

levels used in the two types of studies. 

 

Data analysis, sensitivity/power  

23. Power Simulations of Nipple Retention and Anogenital Distance of Rodents have been 

made and are referred to in appendix 1. These power simulations can be used to calculate the mini-

mum sample size required, in order to likely detect an effect of a given size on the endpoint (e.g. 

AGD). Power analysis can also be used to calculate the minimum effect size that is likely to be de-

tected in a study using a given sample size. 

24. For continuous endpoints like AGD the statistical power for detecting significant effects 

depends on the group size, and on the coefficient of variation in the control group. The effect size 

needed for having at least 80% probability for detecting significant effects (p < 0.05) of a given size 

on AGD is described in details in Appendix 1.  
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25. The results based on both the Copenhagen studies and the non-Copenhagen studies shows 

that the detection of a 5% reduction in male AGD can be ensured only with at least 16 litters per 

group. The likelihood for detection of a 10% reduction in male AGD is very high with 8 litters per 

group.   

 

Human relevance 

26. In rats, both AGD and nipple retention has been shown to be highly predictive of adverse 

effects of the male reproductive system including increased incidence of hypospadias, testosterone 

decrease and altered reproductive organ weight changes (Bowman et al. 2003, Christiansen et al. 

2008, Macleod et al. 2010, van den Driesche et al. 2011, Welsh et al. 2008).  

27. In humans, recent studies have reported shorter AGD in boys with hypospadias or cryptor-

chidism as compared with boys with normal genitalia (Hsieh et al. 2008), and decreased AGD in 

adult men has been correlated to changes in semen parameters and decreased testosterone level (Ei-

senberg et al. 2011, 2012a, 2012b, Mendiola et al. 2011). There have during the last decade been 

reported inverse associations between prenatal phthalate exposure (particularly the anti-androgenic 

di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate (DEHP) and dibutyl phthalate (DBP)) and shorter male AGD in human 

infants (Swan et al. 2005, Swan 2008).  

28. AGD is included as an endpoint the OECD TG 443 and can as such be considered as an 

endpoints evaluated to be of human relevance. In addition, the OECD GD 43
1
 and GD 151 states 

“A statistically significant change in AGD that cannot be explained by the size of the animal indi-

cates effects of the exposure and should be used for setting the NOAEL” (OECD 2008; OECD 

2013). As the NOAEL can be used as the point of departure for setting safe exposure levels for hu-

mans this further supports that effects on AGD are of human relevance. Last, but not least the ob-

servations of similar effects in experimental animals and in humans support that effects on AGD in 

experimental animals are relevant for humans. 

 

Animal welfare 

29. An important point to remember is that the ability for detection of EDs can for these tests 

(OECD TG 421/422) be enhanced without increasing the number of experimental animals used.   

30. Assessment of AGD requires slightly more handling of the new-borns. This assessment 

can be done very gently and is therefore not expected to lead to any animal welfare concerns.  

  

                                                           
1
 OECD GD 43 (GD on Mammalian Reproductive Toxicity Testing and Assessment; OECD 2008c) 

states, “A statistically significant change in AGD that cannot be explained by the size of the animal 

indicates effects of the exposure and should be used for setting the NOAEL” (OECD 2012). 
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Inclusion of AGD in TG 421/422 

31. There are standardized OECD test methods for assessing AGD and the sensitivity analysis 

shows that relevant data can be obtained with the number of litters per group in the TGs 421/422. 

Also, AGD is an endpoint of high human relevance and there are no concerns for animal welfare 

related to the assessment of this endpoint. AGD is normally measured at birth (e.g. PD 1-4) and 

therefore this endpoint can be included in TGs 421/422 without any modification of the overall test 

design.  

32. This all supports that assessment of AGD can be included in TGs 421/422. Specific text 

proposals are given in Appendix 2. 

 

 

Nipple retention 

 

33. Mammary gland development begins similarly in male and female rats; however, the fur-

ther development of the nipple is sexually dimorphic (Kratochwil 1971). Female rats have nipples, 

whereas male rats possess only rudimentary mammary glands but no nipples. This is because local-

ly produced DHT causes regression or apoptosis of the nipple anlagen in male rats (Imperato-

McGinley et al. 1985; Imperato-McGinley et al. 1986). However, foetal exposure to anti-androgens 

can block this process, and the male offspring displays nipples similarly to their female littermates. 

Therefore, the retention of nipples in male rat pups is an indicator of impaired androgen action dur-

ing the development. 

34. Assessment of nipple retention (NR) on postnatal day 12 or 13 is included in TG 443. As 

TG 421/422 stops on postnatal day 4, we have studied the possibility for assessing NR at an earlier 

time points, e.g. at birth or on postnatal day 4. This does not appear possible and thus inclusion of 

NR in these guidelines would require a 10 days extension of the study period, e.g. until postnatal 

day 13. 

 

Method 

35. The method for assessing NR is already described in para. 45 in TG 443, i.e.: 

The presence of nipples/areolae in male pups should be checked on PND 12 or 13. 

36. Some further guidance is given in GD 151, i.e.: 

Para. 61. Because hair growth makes it difficult, or impossible, to see the areolas, it is important to 

establish the correct time for the assessment. The presence of nipples/areolae in male pups should 

be measured when they are obvious (i.e. as they appear in the female litter mates) ideally on PND 

12 or 13 (but this may vary with strain); as far as possible, all pups should be evaluated on the 

same postnatal day as there can be marked differences as maturation progresses. Further guidance 

on assessment of nipple retention is provided in GD 43 (OECD 2008, paragraph 91). 
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Data analysis, sensitivity/power 

37. When examining nipple retention in a study, the nipples could either be recorded as a 

yes/no answer or by counting the number of nipples. Nipple retention is a yes/no endpoint if it is 

expressed as the number of males with or without nipple, but this endpoint can also be semi-

quantitative, if the number of nipples is recorded (i.e. from 0 to 12). 

38. If only a yes/no answer are used then the power is similar to assessment of malformations. 

Power calculations illustrate that the effect size needed for detection of quantal effects has to be 25-

37% with 20 litters per group and 50-75% with 8 litters per group. This indicates that the sensitivity 

for detecting effects based on a yes/no answer is quite low irrespective of the number of litters in-

cluded. 

39. This view is also expressed in OECD GD 151 (OECD 2013) where it is stated that: A 

quantitative count in male pups is also recommended as a qualitative assessment only (pres-

ence/absence) of nipples/areolae may be rather insensitive particularly when control incidence is 

high (for examples, see Gray et al, 2009 and Christiansen et al, 2010). 

40. Power Simulations of nipple retention based on nipple counts have been made and are de-

scribed in appendix 1. The data are from 20 Copenhagen studies. The results show that small NR 

differences can be detected with 8 litters per group if the control baseline rate in male rats is close to 

zero. If the control baseline in male rats is higher (i.e. 2 nipples) more than 8 litters per group is 

needed for detection of small NR differences.   

 

Human relevance 

41. During the last decade, it has become evident that assessment of both AGD (mentioned 

above) and NR in rodent offspring can be used as markers of impaired androgen action within the 

critical programming windows of sexual differentiation (Welsh et al. 2008, 2010). Both endpoints 

have been shown to be highly predictive of increased risk of adverse reproductive toxicity effects in 

rats later in life, including increased incidence of hypospadias and cryptorchidism, decreased penile 

length and seminal vesicle weight (Bowman et al. 2003, Christiansen et al. 2008, Welsh et al. 

2008), and assessment of both AGD and NR has been recognised for regulatory purposes.  

42. Nipple retention or number of nipples are not an observed effect in humans, but the rele-

vance of this endpoint is tied to the cause of this effect, which is the ability of chemicals to impair 

androgen  action during development.  

 

43. Nipple retention is mandatory in OECD TG 443 (Extended one-generation reproductive 

toxicity study (OECD 2012)) where it is stated: Moreover a statistically significant change in nip-

ple retention should be evaluated similarly to an effect in AGD as both endpoints indicate an ad-

verse effect of exposure and should be considered useful for setting a NOAEL (ref. GD 151, OECD 
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2013). As the NOAEL can be used as the point of departure for setting safe exposure levels for hu-

mans this further supports that effects on NR in experimental animals are of human relevance. 

 

Animal welfare 

44. Assessment of NR on PND 12 or 13, if included in the test methods (OECD TG 421/422), 

requires handling of the pups on this day. The assessment of each pup can be done quickly and gen-

tly and is therefore not expected to lead to any animal welfare concerns. 

 

Inclusion of NR in TG 421/422 

45. There are standardized OECD test methods for assessing NR and the sensitivity analysis 

shows that relevant data can be obtained with the number of litters per group in the TGs 421/422. 

Also, NR is an endpoint whose biology and mode of action are relevant to humans and there are no 

concerns for animal welfare related to the assessment of this endpoint. This all supports that as-

sessment of NR can be included in TGs 421/422.  

46. A quantitative count in male pups is required as a qualitative assessment only (pres-

ence/absence) of nipples/areolae may be rather insensitive.  

47. However, the presence of nipples/areolae in male pups have to be measured when they are 

obvious (i.e. as they appear in the female litter mates) ideally on PND 12 or 13 (but this may vary 

with strain). Consequently inclusion of this endpoint in OECD TG 421/422 requires that the obser-

vation period is extended from postnatal day 3 to postnatal 12 or 13.  

48. Specific text proposals are given in Appendix 2. 
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Thyroid hormones 

 

Method  

49. At the time in 2007/2008, when TG 407 was updated, the TG 407 validation data was 

judged insufficient to support inclusion of these particular endpoints as mandatory due to uncertain-

ty about their sensitivity.  Therefore in TG 407 the measurements of thyroid hormones (T3,T4 

&TSH serum measurements) is optional as it is stated in the beginning of para 37 that:  

37 Although in the international evaluation of the endocrine related endpoints a clear advantage 

for the determination of thyroid hormones (T3, T4) and TSH could not be demonstrated, it may be 

helpful to retain plasma or serum samples to measure T3, T4 and TSH (optional) if there is an indi-

cation for an effect on the pituitary-thyroid axis. 

50. The situation was different when the new guideline for the extended one-generation study 

was developed in 2010-2011 and assessment of thyroid hormones is included here as mandatory. 

The method is described in paragraph 54 in TG 443, i.e.: 

54. Systemic effects should also be monitored in F1 animals. Fasted blood samples from a defined 

site are taken from ten randomly selected cohort 1A males and females per dose group at termina-

tion, stored under appropriate conditions and subjected to standard clinical biochemistry, including 

the assessment of serum levels for thyroid hormones (T4 and TSH), haematology (total and differ-

ential leukocyte plus erythrocyte counts) and urinalysis assessments. 

 

Data analysis, sensitivity/power 

51. Intensive power simulations similarly as for AGD and NR have not been performed; main-

ly as sufficient empirical data are not available that would justify a similar detailed data analysis. 

Common experimental practise is pooling blood samples from pups from the same litter and using 

these “litter means” as statistical unit, which not only simplifies data analysis as litter factors be-

come irrelevant, but allows also the use of common software tools. With traditional statistical ap-

proaches it is possible to estimate the power and statistical detection limit (sensitivity) in depend-

ence of the experimental design and acceptable error rates. Information about data variation of se-

rum T4 measurements in pups are rare, and have mainly been reported for adults (PND 41 – 53): 

data variability is relatively high, with Coefficient of Variations (CV) of about 20% is not an un-

likely extreme case.  

52. Based on these values we have estimated the minimal effect difference that can be detected 

as statistical significant from the controls, for three different experimental designs with 8,12 and 20 

litters per group, and three different data variability scenarios, expressed as CVs of 10%, 15% and 

20%. Generally, for small or moderate sample sizes the chance of detecting small hormonal changes 

is rather low, even if low data variability is expected. At least for adult rats it is more likely to ob-
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serve CVs of around 20%, and in these cases only high sample sizes would ensure the detection of 

at least 15% hormonal changes.  

 

Table 1: Minimal statistical detection limit* for three different data scenarios (CV=10%, 15% and 

20%) - Reductions from the control mean that can be detected at given litter sizes (N=8, 12 and 20) 

and error rates α=5% and β=20% (i.e. 80% power) 

 

Coefficient of Varia-

tion (CV) 

Litter size 

N=8 N=12 N=20 

10% 13% 10% 8% 

15% 20% 16% 12% 

20% 26% 21% 16% 

*t-test, one-sided, balanced litter design 

 

 

Human relevance 

53. Thyroid hormones (TH) are needed for proper nerve cell differentiation and proliferation, 

and normal status of these hormones during early development is therefore crucial. In humans even 

moderate and transient reductions in maternal T4 levels during pregnancy, may adversely affect the 

child’s neurological development. During recent years, it has become evident that even mild chang-

es in human thyroidal function in prenatal life can have negative consequences for a child’s devel-

opment. The consequences can be associated with impaired motor- and neurological function in 

childhood (Pop et al., 1999; Kooistra et al., 2006; Li et al., 2010). Together this indicates that by 

measuring thyroid hormones in TG 421/422 as an indication of thyroid disruption could indeed be 

relevant for human risk assessment. 

54. The rat is by far the most used in vivo model for investigating the toxicity of chemicals 

suspected to disrupt the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis (HPT axis) (EFSA, 2011, 2013). How-

ever, the relevance of these toxicological rat experiments for humans has been a subject for debate 

for many years (Döhler et al., 1979, Jahnke & Choksi, 2004; McClain, 1995). It is well-documented 

that the general construction of HPT axis is the same in rats and humans (Bianco et al., 2002; Zo-

eller, et al., 2007). However, it is also well-documented that there are quantitative differences be-

tween the HPT axis in the two species. It is generally believed that the rat thyroid gland operates at 

a higher basal activity level than humans’. This is mainly based on the more active histological ap-

pearance of the thyroid follicles in rats compared to primates (McClain, 1995), the lack of a high-

affinity transport protein (thyroxine-binding globulin) for thyroid hormone in adult rats (Jahnke & 

Choksi, 2004) and the lower plasma half-life of the two thyroid hormones (THs) thyroxine (T4) and 

trioidothyronine (T3) in adult rats versus humans (Bianco et al., 2002; Döhler et al., 1979) which 

necessitates a relatively higher production and secretion rate of TH from the thyroid follicles in rats 

to keep circulating TH levels constant. Thyroid disrupting chemicals (TDCs) have been shown to 
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decrease circulating levels of THs via various mechanisms and lead to adverse health consequences 

such as thyroid follicular cell tumours and impaired cognition and/or motor activity (Miller et al. 

Zoeller, 2009). It seems widely accepted that the formation of thyroid follicular cell tumours in rats 

due to prolonged elevation of serum thyrotropin (TSH) in response to chemical exposure is not rel-

evant to humans (Capen, 1997; Dellarco, et al. , 2006; Hurley, et al. , 1998). Developmental neural 

system impairments caused by TDC exposure appear to be independent of TSH and in many in-

stances result from transient changes in circulating TH levels induced by various thyroidal or extra-

thyroidal initiating events (Crofton, 2008). Relevance analysis suggests that there is a good degree 

of interspecies concordance in the mode of actions (MOAs) by which these changes in circulating 

TH occur and the subsequent impairments in the nervous system development, at least qualitatively 

(Crofton & Zoeller, 2005, Lewandowski et al. 2004, Zoeller & Crofton 2005). 

 

Animal welfare 

55. Blood samples for assessment of thyroid hormones in adults and pups are often taken at 

termination and this leads to no concern for animal welfare. In adults, fasted blood samples are to 

be used and fasting (20-24 hours) may lead to only minor concern for animal welfare. However, 

these blood samples are proposed only to be taken in TG 421/422 if they have not already been tak-

en in a TG 407 study. These studies include relatively similar number of adult animals (5-8 per dose 

per sex) and therefore, the overall animal welfare considerations will not increase by this assess-

ment and are evaluated as minor. The pups will not be fasted prior to termination and blood sam-

pling because fasting of such young pups would lead to major concern for animal welfare. 

 

Inclusion of thyroid hormones in TG 421/422 

56. There are standardized OECD test methods for assessing thyroid hormones and limited 

sensitivity analysis indicate that relevant data can be obtained with the number of litters per group 

in the TGs 421/422. Also, thyroid hormone levels during development are an endpoint of high hu-

man relevance and there are no concerns for animal welfare related to the assessment of this end-

point. This all supports that assessment of thyroid hormones can be included in TGs 421/422.  

57. Specific text proposals are given in Appendix 2. 
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Abnormalities of external genital organs 

 

Method 

58. In the current TGs 421/422 it is noted that each litter should be examined as soon as possi-

ble after delivery to establish the number and sex of pups, stillbirths, live births, runts (pups that are 

significantly smaller than corresponding control pups), and the presence of gross abnormalities. 

Thus assessment of abnormalities of genital organs is already to be done. However, no details with 

regard to how to do this are included. 

59. In TG 443 all selected F1 animals are evaluated around sexual maturity and notes are taken 

for any abnormalities of genital organs, such as persistent vaginal thread, hypospadias or cleft penis.  

60. We have in a recent project investigated sexual development in male rat offspring after in 

utero exposure to the endocrine disrupting anti-androgen procymidone. The main purpose of this 

study was to investigate whether malformations of the male offspring’s genitalia could be scored 

soon after birth and furthermore to access whether it was possible to score the degree of these mal-

formations early after birth. The results (unpublished) presented in Appendix 3 shows that malfor-

mations of male offspring’s genitalia could be scored early after birth (day 0 and day 6). Also, cate-

gorisation of the alterations based on the severity of the effect was possible. 

 

Data analysis, sensitivity/power,  

61. We have calculated the effect size needed for finding significant effect, i.e. p < 0.05, for 

yes/no endpoints (Table 2). This was done for studies with 8 or 20 litters per group. As the evalua-

tion may be done in more than one offspring per litter, the calculations also illustrate the effect sizes 

needed when 2 or 5 offspring per litter is assessed. However, the correct effects sizes needed for 2 

or 5 animals per litter are likely to be higher than the ones shown as our calculation is based on the 

single pup as the statistical unit. To be correct, the calculations should be based on the litter as the 

statistical unit, i.e. the method should have corrected for litter effects. This was unfortunately not 

possible for us as there are, to our knowledge, no available easily used statistical programs for that 

purpose for quantal data.  

 

 

Table 2. Effect sizes for quantal endpoints needed for p value < 0.05 in one-tailed Fisher Exact 

test* 

Litters per group Pups per litter Group No. with effect No. without effect Effect size 

      

20 1 Control 0 20 0% 

20 1 Exposed 5 15 25% 

20 2 Control 0 40 0% 

20 2 Exposed 5 35 13% 
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20 5 Control 0 100 0% 

20 5 Exposed 5 95 5% 

8 1 Control 0 8 0% 

8 1 Exposed 4 4 50% 

8 2 Control 0 16 0% 

8 2 Exposed 5 11 31% 

8 5 Control 0 40 0% 

8 5 Exposed 5 35 13% 

*The statistics used when more than one male pup per litter is included is based on using the pup as 

the statistical unit. Generally, the litter is considered as the correct statistical unit in developmental 

toxicity studies and using this approach will in most cases lead to even higher effect sizes than those 

shown in the table.  

 

62. The results in table 2 indicate that for achieving a statistically significant effect with 20 

litters per group the frequency of effect in the exposed group has to be 25% with 1 male per litter 

and 5% with 5 males per litter. With 8 litters per group the frequency of effect in the exposed group 

has to be 50% with 1 male per litter and 13% with 5 males per litter. These data strongly support 

that all male pups need to be evaluated, similarly as in OECD TG 414.  

63. This limited sensitivity for detecting significant effects on rare adverse outcomes is gener-

ally recognized for malformations. Thus, the occurrence of a few similar rare malformations such as 

hypospadias may generally be considered toxicologically relevant although the finding is not statis-

tically significant.  

 

Human relevance 

64. In humans recent studies have reported shorter AGD in boys with hypospadias or cryptor-

chidism as compared with boys with normal genitalia (Hsieh et al. 2008). Moreover, it is well doc-

umented that the incidences of cryptorchidism, hypospadias and testicular cancer have increased 

over the last decades (Giwercman et al. 1993; Skakkebaek et al. 2001; Boisen et al. 2005).  

65. Hypospadias in humans is one of the most common urogenital congenital anomalies affect-

ing boys (Harris 1990). Prevalence estimates in Europe range from 4 to 24 per 10,000 births, de-

pending on definition (Dolk et al. 2004) with higher rates of about 5% reported in a Danish study 

(Boisen et al. 2005). Little is known about the aetiology of hypospadias, but a role for EDCs has 

been proposed, and especially the anti-androgenic EDCs (Baskin et al. 2001). 

66. Exposure during critical developmental phases such as in utero and in the early postnatal 

period may lead to adverse effects on both reproductive development and neurodevelopment. The 

fact that many of the basic mechanisms underlying this developmental process are similar in all 

mammals indicates that chemicals that have adverse effects on reproductive development in rodents 

should be considered as potential human reproductive toxicants as well (Gray 1992). 
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Animal welfare 

67. Assessment of abnormalities of external genital organs requires slightly more handling of 

the new-borns. This assessment can be done very gently and is therefore not expected to lead to any 

animal welfare concerns. If the assessment is done on PND 12 or 13 prior to termination of the 

pups, this can similarly be done very quickly and gently and is therefore not expected to lead to any 

animal welfare concerns. If the assessment of abnormalities of external genital organs is done after 

termination of the pups on PND 12 or 13, there will obviously be no concern for animal welfare. 

 

Inclusion of abnormalities of external genital organs in TG 421/422 

68. Assessment of abnormalities is already included in TG 421/422. However, no details with 

regard to assessment of abnormalities of external genitals organs are included. The text proposed to 

be added in the revised TG 421 and 422 in relation to abnormalities is modified from para 30 in 

OECD TG 414. 

69. Specific text proposals are given in Appendix 2. 

 

Overall discussion and conclusions 

 

70. The aim of this project was to do a feasibility study for minor enhancements of TG 

421/422 with ED-relevant endpoints. The endpoints considered for inclusion are anogenital distance 

(AGD), nipple retention (NR), thyroid hormones and malformations of external reproductive organs 

in male offspring. 

71. For all endpoints, OECD test methods are available for assessing these.  Power analyses 

have been done showing sufficient sensitivity to get relevant data with the number of litters per 

group in the TGs 421/422. All four endpoints are of relevance for humans as described in this re-

view. All four of them are mandatory to assess in some OECD Test guidelines used for human risk 

assessment of chemicals. The overall animal welfare considerations will not increase by the assess-

ments of the 4 endpoints. If all four of these endpoints are included in TG 421/422, the animal wel-

fare considerations are evaluated as minor. 

72. In appendix 1 sensitivity of AGD versus Nipple retention is compared in table 4. Most of-

ten the sensitivity between NR and AGD is equal (13 studies) and only seldom is AGD more sensi-

tive than NR (2 studies). However, in almost 30% of the studies (6 out of 21) is nipple retention 

more sensitive than AGD. Therefore, inclusion of both AGD and nipple retention will provide an 

increased ability for evaluating the potential endocrine disrupting activity of a substance compared 

to having only data for AGD. This is especially relevant in cases where equivocal AGD data are 

found. For the OECD TGs 421/422 an extension of the testing period from postnatal day 4 to 12 or 

13, i.e. 9-10 day is necessary as nipple retention has to be assessed on postnatal day 12 or 13. 
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73. In appendix 2, the 2 test guidelines are presented and specific text proposals are given. 

Here only minor changes in study design and only few text changes are necessary to include the 

assessment of anogenital distance (AGD), Nipple Retention (NR), thyroid hormones and malfor-

mations of external reproductive organs in TG 421/422. 

74. In conclusion, it is feasible to make these minor enhancements of TG 421/422 with ED-

relevant endpoints: anogenital distance (AGD), nipple retention (NR), thyroid hormones and mal-

formations of external reproductive organs in male offspring. 
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Appendix 1. Power Simulations of Nipple Retention and Anogenital Distance of Rodents 

exposed to Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals  

 

Martin Scholze, Senior Consultant: Biostatistics (Scholze Consultancy) 

 

Objective 

 

1. The objective of this power simulation study was to determine the allocation of 

animal numbers per dose in order to study the effect of certain endocrine disrupting 

chemicals on two endpoints in rodents, nipple retention (NR) and anogenital distance (AGD). 

The conclusions reached are summarized next. Following that is a detailed justification for 

these conclusions, including an introduction of key statistical concepts used in this report, the 

assumptions and constraints on that study, and a description of the data used as basis for the 

simulations. All analysis is based on data obtained under similar testing conditions, as 

outlined in the main report. 

 

Conclusions (always for male pups): 

 

a) Litter variability is an important factor in NR and AGD, and data analysis has to 

account for it. 

b) Body weight of the pup is an important co-factor in analysing AGD differences. Its 

mathematical cubic-root transformation ensures a linear relationship to the measured 

AGD values. 

c) The average AGD size in controls can have an impact on power and the sensitivity 

of the study design. 

d) The sensitivity for detecting AGD differences depends on which minimum AGD 

difference is considered as toxicological significant, and therefore on how AGD 

values are normalized to a relative scale. 

e) Assuming AGD is scaled to the means from both genders, the detection of a 10% 

reduction can be ensured only at high litter numbers. 

f) Intra-litter correlation for NR can be very low, in extreme cases such that litter can 

be ignored in data analysis. 

g) The closer the control baseline rate for NR is to zero, the higher the statistical power 

is to identify very small increases in nipple numbers.  

h) Small NR differences can be detected at low litter sizes and sufficiently low error 

rates if the control baseline rate is close to zero. 

i) Litter is the statistical unit for designing an experimental study, pup is the statistical 

unit for data analysis. This does not mean that litter should be neglected in data 

analysis, but it means that the statistical method should be chosen such that intra-

litter variation is reflected in the mean effect estimation.  

j) Litter means should not be used in data analysis, but always the pup information.  

k) Reducing the litter size to subsamples can reduce the power dramatically. 
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Description of Data  
 

2. The majority of data was provided from the same lab (Division of Toxicology and 

Risk Assessment, National Food Institute, Technical University of Denmark) and was 

produced over a period of ten years under various different experimental setups in terms of 

litter numbers, dose numbers, and compounds. Here data were available for both endpoints 

from 11 independent studies, and as in some studies more than one compound were tested, 22 

data sets were considered for data analysis. It should be noted that this comprises not only 

single chemicals, but also well-defined mixtures, as documented in Table 1. The 

experimental design from some studies were optimized for regression modelling and thus 

contained high effect doses which were considered as not relevant for this report and 

excluded from all data analysis (in these studies always more than three treatment doses were 

used). If not otherwise stated, data from a minimum of three treatment doses were available, 

and for NR only data sets were considered if at least one nipple in each treatment group were 

measured. Due to early data availability all power simulations were based on information 

from this lab only, and outcomes were then compared and assessed with data information 

reported from other labs. In total data from 8 other labs were provided, however mainly only 

for AGD. Here no positive results for NR were reported, and therefore considered as not 

relevant for data analysis and informative for power simulations. Often only litter means were 

reported, with no details on how the means were calculated or how many pups were 

measured, and therefore these data sets were not considered for power analysis. The lack of 

external data for NR must therefore be considered as a relevant constrain.  

 

3. Data analysis and description followed always the same purpose: if possible, 

establishing a NOAEL and LOAEL, and providing information relevant for the simulation 

studies based on the statistical dose-response model and test. The latter involved information 

about the number of litters, the average litter size, model-relevant information such as 

estimations about the within- and between-litter variation, the mean estimates for the NOAEL 

and LOAEL, and post-hoc power analysis. 

 

 

Endpoint Modelling 

 

4. Common to both endpoints is that pup information from the same litter is likely to 

be more similar than from other litters, which has to be accounted in data analysis. 

Furthermore, AGD is correlated with the body weight of the pup, which also has to be 

reflected in data analysis. Therefore both endpoints are from a statistical point of view more 

complex than most commonly used endpoints in toxicology, and no unique approach exists 

on how to model and analyse them. As a consequence, not only are different methods 

available, but the degree of model complexity is also subjective. We chose statistical 

representations which are well-accepted in the statistical community and most robust in terms 

of model assumptions and commercial software availability. For the correlated data structure 

of NR we favoured the generalized estimating equation (GEE) model which belongs to the 

class of marginal models (Liang and Zeger, 1986; McCullagh P and Nelder JA, 1989), and 

for AGD mixed effect models with litter treated as random effects (Littell et al, 2006; 
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Verbeke G and Molenberghs G, 2000). For each model a higher model complexity was 

possible and would have resulted occasionally in a better data presentation, however, we 

consider the data amount available in most studies as not sufficient to justify more model 

parameters, and to our experience its impact on the NOAEL determination is minimal.  

 

 

Statistical Testing 

 

5. In the same way as the statistical modelling of the endpoint can be done in various 

ways, there is no universal or common approach on how to perform the statistical testing for 

these endpoints in order to determine a NOAEL or LOAEL. Crucial is that it depends on the 

endpoint modelling and corresponding model assumptions. The general goal of an 

appropriate test is usually to combine good power behaviour with an easy numerical 

implementation of the test statistics (a problem of particular importance for the 

experimenters) and robustness against specific violations of the test assumptions (e.g., 

normality). Especially in the last decade, powerful approaches have been developed, such as 

the so-called Multiple contrast tests (Bretz F and Hothorn LA, 2003). These lead to flexible 

tests that are easy to implement in complex statistical dose-response models and testing 

scenarios, such as AGD and NR (Hass et al, 2007). Depending on the expected shape of the 

dose-response data, contrast coefficients can be chosen such that they follow certain pattern 

(trend, non-monotony). In this report, we used always contrast tests embedded in the chosen 

statistical model, with pairwise single-contrasts in analogy to the Dunnett test. They make no 

assumptions about the shape of the dose-response relationship. For more details see Bretz F 

& Hothorn LA, 2003.  

 

Adjustments to P-values for Multiple Tests 

 

6. A common problem with comparing more than one treatment group against the same 

control group is that several statistical tests are done and each having the chance of declaring 

a difference between treatment and control to be significant when in fact there is no real 

treatment effect (false positive). Typically, this type of error is set to an acceptance level of 

α=5%, i.e. if the statistical test responds with a p-level below the pre-defined α, it is 

concluded that the difference observed between control and treatment means is not due to a 

chance finding. If several tests are done, each with a 5% chance of incorrectly declaring an 

effect to be significant when no true difference exists, then the chance that at least one of 

these tests falsely declaring a significant effect has to be higher than 5%. As a consequence, 

some adjustment is usually made to control the overall chance of at least one of the many 

tests being wrong.  

7. Some standard statistical tests have built-in adjustments (e.g., Dunnett, Williams and 

Jonckheere test), however, they cannot apply to more complex endpoints such as correlated 

endpoints. The simplest approach to maintain an overall false positive rate is to adjust the p- 

value after the pairwise comparison tests (multiplicity adjustment), and there are several 

adjustment schemes possible (e.g., Bonferroni, Bonferroni-Holm, Hochberg or Sidak). They 
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differ in how well they preserve the overall family-wise error (FWE) rate, and can have a 

huge impact on deciding whether the testing hypothesis of “no treatment” effect can be 

rejected in favour of a likely treatment effect, or not. Moreover, if additional assumptions 

such as monotonicity in the dose-response pattern can be made (“trend”), then even more 

powerful adjustment can be performed (step-down trend procedures). As consequence, the 

chance of overlooking existing treatment effects is increased, and approaches have been 

developed which balances better the false-positive and false-negative rates (so-called false 

discovery rate, FDR).  

8. The following table provides an example about how adjustment procedures can 

change raw p values: 

 Unadjusted p 

value 

Bonferroni 

adjusted p value 

Hochberg 

adjusted p value 

FDR 

Control - Treatment 1 0.0130 0.0390 0.0390 0.0390 

Control - Treatment 2 0.0325 0.0975 0.0550 0.0488 

Control - Treatment 3 0.0550 0.1650 0.0550 0.0550 

9. Often the choice of the adjustment is made on practical constraints, such as software 

availability, or the data analyst is not aware about this (even often for statisticians) confusing 

field. As a monotonic trend cannot be guaranteed a priori for the endpoints selected in this 

report, all power analysis was based on unadjusted p values. Depending on how many 

treatment groups are planned for the study, possible p-value adjustments should be taken in 

consideration at the planning stage. 

 

 

Error Rates in Statistical Testing and the Power Concept 

 

10. Statistical hypothesis tests use data from a sample in order to make inferences about 

a statistical population. Typically for toxicology, we assume as Null hypothesis “no treatment 

effect”, and the aim of the experimental study is to provide sufficient data evidence for 

rejecting the Null hypothesis, and as consequence accepting the alternative hypothesis 

(“treatment effect”). The decision can be done wrongly in two different ways, illustrated in 

the following table: 

 

state of the world

H0 is true

„no effect“

H0 is false

„dose related effect”

results of 

hypothesis 

testing

Accept H0

(no significance)

1-α

(no error)
Type II error β

Reject H0

(significance)

Type I error α 

(significance level)

1-β = power

(no error)
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11. The probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis (an effect is accepted as 

significant, while in truth no effect exists) is the Type I error, also called the false positive 

error rate. The probability of a Type II error occurring is referred to as the false negative rate 

(β). Power is equal to 1 − β, which is also known as the sensitivity. Most researchers assess 

the power of their statistical tests using 0.80 as default, meaning that the probability for a 

false negative is less than 0.2. This convention implies a four-to-one trade-off between the 

probability of a Type II error and a Type I error, when α=5% is selected as criterion for 

statistical significance. Therefore the power of a statistical test is the probability that the test 

will reject the null hypothesis when the null hypothesis is false (i.e. the probability of not 

committing a Type II error, hence the probability of not making a false negative decision on 

whether to reject a null hypothesis). In other words, power is the probability of finding a 

difference that does exist. 

12. Power is a function of α, sample size, the effect difference between control and 

treatment mean, and the data variation of the endpoint. It is also conditional of the chosen 

statistical test. Power is strongly influenced by sample size, i.e. if sample sizes are small, the 

power of any test is usually low, and reducing α reduces always the power, i.e. over-

controlling type I error rates increases the chance of false-negative rates. The greater the data 

variability, the less the statistical power, and the stronger the effect differences of interest, the 

more likely to detect it. Powerful statistical tests can detect small differences, weak tests only 

large differences, and the only way to reduce both error rates at the same time is to increase 

the sample size.  

13. Power analysis can be used to calculate the minimum sample size required so that 

one can be reasonably likely to detect an effect of a given size. Power analysis can also be 

used to calculate the minimum effect size that is likely to be detected in a study using a given 

sample size. Although these error rates correspond to long-run outcomes, and therefore no 

guarantee is given that the actual study will follow exactly the assumptions made in the 

power analysis, nevertheless one could get a sense of whether the experimental design was a 

credible one, and whether it is likely to minimize the two kinds of errors that are possible in 

dose-response data and, correspondingly, maximize the likelihood of making a correct 

decision. 

14. In this report the two error rates were set to α=5% (two-sided) and β=20%, i.e. we 

assumed a power of 80% as minimum.  

 

Simulation studies 

15. For each endpoint, the power and sample size estimation should be based on the 

proposed dose-response model for the endpoint and data of primary interest. Because of the 

complex statistical nature of both endpoints, no exact or approximate mathematical 

expression exists which determines the exact sample size at given power (or vice versa). 

Therefore, it was necessarily to perform computer-intensive simulation studies, based on the 
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information obtained from all available dose-response data for these endpoints. The power 

analysis was conducted using Monte Carlo simulation, by simulating a complete dose-

response data set in which the treatment effect is given, and generating numerous samples 

that have comparable size and variance structure as the actual data. Main assumption for 

reliable simulation outcomes is that the underlying model is a sufficiently accurate 

representation of the data and the study design. The probability of getting a statistically 

significant result from the model is equal to the probability of getting a statistically 

significant result in the study, that is, the statistical power. The probability of a significant 

result in the model can be calculated by repeating the simulation a large number of times and 

computing the proportion of runs that produced significant results. Thus, in order to estimate 

the statistical power of the test at a given effect difference and experimental setup, we 

repeated the simulation 5000 times at that effect size, and recorded the proportion of runs that 

were statistically significant using the test and a significance criterion of α=0.05 (two-sided).  

 

16. Power simulations can be broken down into three steps: first it requires describing 

and modelling the underlying distribution from which the data are thought to arise. Most 

often this involves making assumptions about the distribution based on empirical results from 

studies that have already been conducted and which share characteristics with the study being 

planned. Using those data, it was possible to obtain estimates for the nuisance mean model 

parameters, variance-covariance matrix of the random effects, and error variance. As 

variability in the data varies from study to study, we defined an average data scenario 

mirroring average data variability, and a worst-case data scenario assuming unlikely (but not 

unrealistic) high data variability. The latter allows assessing the impact of high data 

variations on power. The second step is to generate a large number of samples from the 

assumed true noise distribution using various sample sizes that are thought to be adequate to 

achieve the desired power, and the third step is to fit the assumed model to the samples that 

have been generated. For each simulated data set, we perform a hypothesis test and determine 

if sufficient evidence exists to reject the null hypothesis for that sample. Once all sample data 

sets have been processed, we can use the testing results to estimate the power of the test. For 

preliminary simulations where the approximate sample size is not well known, we considered 

a wide range of sample sizes and use smoothing splines to get an approximation of the power 

function. 

 

Anogenital Distance (AGD) 
 

Description of Statistical Model and Estimation Method 

17. AGD was analysed by mixed effect modelling (LMM), with litter treated as random 

effects. This approach simplifies and unifies many common statistical analyses, including 

those involving repeated measures, random effects, and random coefficients. The basic 

assumption is that the data are linearly related to unobserved multivariate normal random 

variables. For that purpose, it was necessary to transform body weight such that it could be 

used as linear co-variable. This was realized by the cube root transformation. The cube root is 

commonly used because it is thought that this conversion provides the best comparison 
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between the three-dimensional end point (weight) and the one-dimensional AGD. No 

indications were found against the normality assumption. In theory, control and treatment 

groups can have different linear relationship between body weight and their AGD responses. 

This is certainly justified for gender differences (females have a lower AGD to birth weight 

ratio), and thus likely to be the similar case for males at high effect doses. However, for 

moderate treatment responses, we found no clear evidence for dose-specific linear 

relationships between birth weight and AGD, and assumed a treatment-independent 

relationship which was estimated from each data set. Figure 1 shows from all male controls 

their individual birth weights and AGD, together with a nonparametric (solid green line) and 

linear regression fit (solid red line): the agreement between both curves indicates that the 

linearity assumption is justified, and when the linear regression is repeated including all 

control and treatment male pups, the corresponding linear regression curve is shifted 

downwards (dotted red line) without changing significantly its steepness (supporting the 

assumption of a linear relationship independent of the treatment). The estimated steepness 

parameters are reported for all data sets in table 1 (tetBW). 

 

Figure 1: Relationship between birth weight and AGD in male controls 

 
 

18. Important for performing simulation studies is knowledge about the inter- and intra-

litter variation. This required a model decision about treatment-specific vs. general estimates 

for these two sources of variation. The first would mean a complex and more accurate 

modelling step, the last would favour a more robust approach. Therefore we estimated for 

each data set both model specifications in order to get an impression about the variation of 

the treatment-specific estimations, here the variances. Figure 2 shows for the within-litter 
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variability (A) and between-litter variability (B) variance estimates for all data sets, with the 

treatment-specific estimates on the x-axis and the overall study estimate on the y- axis. In 

both cases the variation around an overall mean estimate was moderate (horizontal data 

scatter), justifying the assumption of an overall, treatment-independent estimate for the 

within-litter and between-litter AGD variability. 

 

Figure 2: AGD in male pups – treatment-independent study variability vs. treatment 

variability, shown for within-litter variability (A) and between-litter variability (B). 

 

 
 
 

19. To define an average and worst-case scenario for the power simulations, all 

estimates for within-litter and between-litter variances are plotted in Figure 3. The sum of 

both estimates defines the total variance of the mean AGD estimates. Typically, most dots are 

below the trend line, suggesting that the main variation of AGD measurements arises from 

the litter, and not from between litters. For the power simulation studies we set 

Variancebetween litter=0.87 and Variancewithin litter =1.64 for an average data variability scenario, 

and Variancebetween litter=2.3 and Variancewithin litter =2.3 defining a worst-case data variability 

scenario. 

 

20. All data analyses were performed by using the MIXED procedure in the statistical 

software SAS.  
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Figure 3: Anogenital distance in male pups – within-litter vs. between-litter variability, 

with circles defining the typical and worst-cast variability settings used for power 

simulation. 

 
 

 

Description of Simulations 

 

21. Using the model described above, we simulated data for litter sizes from 5 to 20. For 

each sample size, 5000 samples were generated and analysed using different mean AGD 

responses for the controls. As effect differences of interest 10% and 20% reduction on the 

relative AGD scale normalized to both gender controls were selected. The underlying concept 

behind the simulations is described in detail by Stroup (1999) which uses the Non-Central 

parameter of a Non-Central F-Distribution to generate correlated random samples according 

to the pre-defined between-litter and within-litter variances. This reduces significantly the 

time needed for a single simulation step, and allows the analyses of various experimental 

setups in a relatively short time.  

 

22. We used three different scenarios for the litter sizes: either they were hold fixed at 2 

and 8, respectively, simulating extreme litter sizes, or in a third scenario they were resampled 

by random out of a pool from all observed control litter sizes. The resulting variation of this 

variable litter size setting is summarized by box whisker plots, with boxes representing the 

quartiles of the simulation outcomes and the whiskers the 5th percentile and the 95th 

percentiles. Birth weights were resampled with replacement out of a pool of all measured 

male control pups. Their linear relationships to AGD were defined by setting the 

corresponding model parameter tetBW to 9.57. 

 

23. All data analyses were performed by using the IML procedure in the statistical 

software SAS.  
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Table 1: AGD – Dose-Response summary (Copenhagen studies) 

                  
   litter birth weight Model information (LMM) AGD Control difference   

Study 
type of 

treatment 
dose 

# av. size  

mean 

90% 

percentile 

between-

litter 

variance 

within-

litter 

variance 

ILC tetBW mean SEM abs ratio norm post-hoc 

power 

 

                  
A male control  7 5.4 6.36 [5.80-6.80]     21.33 0.698 0 1 1 -  

 compound A NOAEL
1)

 10 4.1 5.98 [5.20-6.60] 1.98 2.50 0.44 9.01
**

 19.67 0.441 -1.66 0.92 0.84 31.9%  

 female control  8 5.2 5.93 [5.40-6.30]     11.08 0.333 -10.25 0.52 0 -  

B male control  13 4.8 6.32 [5.80-7.00]     21.40 0.142 0 1 1 -  

 compound B NOAEL 6 5.8 6.27 [5.80-6.70] 0.63 0.81 0.44 8.91
**

 21.03 0.389 -0.37 0.98 0.96 12.6%  

  LOAEL 6 4.2 6.40 [5.70-6.90]     19.53
**

 0.371 -1.87 0.91 0.82 98.9%  

 compound C LOAEL
2)

 7 4.0 6.24 [5.70-6.90] 0.88 1.01 0.46 6.24
**

 19.38
**

 0.422 -2.02 0.91 0.80 97.9%  

 female control  13 5.8 6.01 [5.40-6.60]     11.09 0.112 -10.31 0.52 0 -  

C male control  15 4.7 6.42 [5.35-7.00]     22.48 0.409 0 1 1 -  

 compound D NOAEL 8 4.4 6.41 [5.70-7.00] 2.43 2.12 0.53 14.93
**

 20.56 0.583 -1.93 0.91 0.82 59.7%  

  LOAEL 8 4.9 6.21 [5.80-6.60]     19.17
**

 0.583 -3.32 0.85 0.68 94.2%  

 compound E LOAEL
2)

 8 4.1 6.55 [6.00-7.10] 2.17 2.20 0.50 12.92
**

 20.75
*
 0.537 -1.73 0.92 0.84 72.2%  

 female control  13 5.7 6.10 [5.60-6.50]     11.98 0.397 -10.51 0.53 0 -  

D male control  15 4.3 6.23 [5.50-6.90]     20.68 0.325 0 1 1 -  

 compound F NOAEL
1)

 7 4.7 6.20 [5.40-6.70] 1.24 1.56 0.44 9.40
**

 20.69 0.636 0.01 1 1 31.7%  

 compound G NOAEL
1)

 8 4.8 5.84 [4.80-6.70] 1.00 1.59 0.39 5.32
**

 19.70 0.408 -0.98 0.95 0.91 24.7%  

 compound H NOAEL 8 6.4 6.23 [5.70-6.90] 0.87 1.65 0.35 7.52
**

 19.78 0.364 -0.90 0.96 0.91 36.5%  

  LOAEL 5 5.2 6.18 [5.50-6.60]     17.96
**

 0.410 -2.72 0.87 0.74 97.9%  

 female control  15 5.1 5.95 [5.30-6.60]     10.32 0.262 -10.36 0.50 0 -  

E male control  13 4.8 6.19 [5.70-6.80]     19.97 0.440 0 1 1 -  

 Mixture A NOAEL 14 5.3 5.85 [5.40-6.40] 1.50 1.65 0.48 5.60
**

 19.08 0.400 -0.89 0.96 0.90 29.4%  

  LOAEL 15 4.7 6.20 [5.40-6.90]     18.23
**

 0.357 -1.75 0.91 0.81 82.8%  

 female control  14 5.5 5.97 [5.50-6.70]     10.68 0.264   0 -  

F male control  13 4.5 6.07 [5.40-6.60]     20.67 0.270 0 1 1 -  

 compound I NOAEL
1)

 7 3.9 6.28 [5.60-6.90] 1.07 1.91 0.36 14.95
**

 21.25 0.805 0.59 1.03 1.06 12.6%  

 compound J NOAEL
1)

 7 5.0 5.84 [5.30-6.40] 1.16 1.63 0.42 9.06
**

 20.63 0.445 -0.04 1.00 1.00 20.6%  

 Mixture B LOAEL
2)

 16 5.6 6.19 [5.40-6.80] 0.88 1.56 0.36 4.79
*
 19.22

**
 0.192 -1.45 0.93 0.85 95.5%  

 female control  13 5.2 5.71 [5.00-6.40]     10.80 0.193   0 -  
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   litter birth weight Model information (LMM) AGD Control difference   

Study 
type of 

treatment 
dose # av. size mean 

90% 

percentile 

between-

litter 

variance 

within-

litter 

variance 

ILC tetBW mean SEM abs ratio norm 

post-hoc 

power 

 

                  
G male control  13 5.2 6.25 [5.40-7.00]     20.61 0.139 0 1 1 -  

 Mixture C 
3)

 NOAEL
1)

 14 5.9 6.38 [5.80-6.90] 0.17 1.67 0.09 7.57
**

 20.48 0.245 -0.13 0.99 0.99 16.7%  

 female control  14 6.1 6.00 [5.30-6.50]     10.31 0.089   0 -  

H male control  19 5.5 6.29 [5.60-6.90]     21.57 0.215 0 1 1 -  

 Mixture D NOAEL 19 5.2 6.25 [5.70-6.80] 0.79 1.61 0.33 7.71
**

 21.24 0.253 -0.33 0.98 0.97 12.5%  

  LOAEL 14 6.0 6.53 [6.00-7.20]     20.83
*
 0.242 -0.74 0.97 0.93 59.5%  

 Mixture E 
3)

 LOAEL
2)

 15 4.9 6.44 [5.80-7.00] 0.37 1.71 0.18 8.74
**

 21.06
*
 0.229 -0.51 0.98 0.95 52.7%  

 Mixture F 
3)

 NOAEL
1)

 17 5.2 6.24 [5.60-6.80] 0.81 1.64 0.33 8.46
**

 21.92 0.321 0.35 1.02 1.03 24.9%  

 female control  20 5.9 5.96 [5.10-6.50]     10.87 0.129   0 -  

I male control  18 6.4 6.22 [5.60-7.10]     24.61 0.088 0 1 1 -  

 compound K LOAEL
2)

 21 5.7 6.28 [5.50-6.80] 0.37 0.46 0.44 3.64
**

 24.17
*
 0.121 -0.44 0.98 0.96 59.4%  

 female control  19 5.6 5.85 [5.20-6.50]     13.57 0.110   0 -  

J male control  15 4.9 6.37 [5.70-6.90]     24.00 0.172 0 1 1 -  

 compound L NOAEL 13 6.1 6.43 [5.70-7.00] 0.97 0.44 0.69 8.99
**

 24.12 0.161 0.13 1.01 1.01 0.8%  

  LOAEL 15 6.0 6.59 [6.00-7.10]     22.85
**

 0.300 -1.14 0.95 0.89 92.8%  

 female control  15 5.7 6.11 [5.60-6.60]     13.42 0.116   0 -  

K male control  15 5.0 6.47 [5.70-6.90]     21.98 0.239 0 1 1 -  

 Mixture G 
3)

 LOAEL
2)

 16 5.6 6.49 [5.35-7.20] 0.39 1.77 0.18 9.35
**

 20.50
**

 0.187 -1.48 0.93 0.86 99.5%  

 Mixture H 
3)

 NOAEL
1)

 16 5.0 6.51 [5.60-7.15] 0.70 1.76 0.28 9.66
**

 21.50 0.282 -0.48 0.98 0.95 19.6%  

 Mixture I 
3)

 LOAEL
2)

 17 5.9 6.17 [5.50-6.90] 0.40 1.91 0.17 6.34
**

 20.73
**

 0.190 -1.25 0.94 0.88 89.7%  

 female control  14 5.4 6.16 [5.50-6.80]     11.37 0.124   0 -  

                  

ILC=inter-litter correlation; * stat. significant at α=5%; ** stat. significant at α=1%; 
1)

 all doses produced significant responses, values for the lowest dose are shown;  
2)

 all doses produced non-significant responses, values for the highest dose are shown;  
3)

 

only two treatment doses were tested; tetBW model parameter estimated for cubic root-transformed body weight; 
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Outcomes of the power simulations 

24. Power simulations were performed for two different control pup scenarios, assuming 

that they have in average either high AGD estimates (Figure 4, males: 24.61 units, females: 

13.57 units) or a low AGD baseline (Figure 5, males: 20.00 units, females: 10.70 units). For 

both scenarios we hypothesised two treatment-related AGD effects of interest, expressed as 

relative reduction to the difference between male and female controls: 10% (A) and 20% 

reduction (B). It should be noted if the female information in the control standardization is 

ignored, and only the means of the treatment responses are divided through the mean of the 

male controls, then the 10% reduction corresponds to a 4.5% reduction (Figure 4A) and 

4.65% reduction (Figure 5A), respectively, and the 20% reduction corresponds to a 9% 

reduction (Figure 4B) and 9.3% reduction (Figure 5B), respectively. Each simulation scenario 

was performed with three different litter size setups, assuming fixed numbers of pups per 

litter (two or eight pups) or the “average” number of pups per litter (litter size were drawn by 

random out of a pool of original data, with whiskers covering the 90% percentile range of 

simulation outcomes). The latter should be considered as the most likely data scenario. If the 

detection of a 20% reduction at high likelihood is of interest (power > 80%), only small 

sample sizes up to 9 litters are required, without increasing the false-positive error rate. This 

assumes that all pup information is used for data analysis. However, smaller effect sizes are 

likely to be harder to detect, the power analysis suggests that a 10% reduction will only be 

detected with a sufficient certainty if the AGD information from at least 16 litters is available 

and the individual variation follows the average pattern. Ideally the control AGD should then 

be also not too low.  

25. Whereas in the previous figures the effect size of interest was given (10 and 20% 

reduction, respectively) and the power was estimated in dependence of the sample size (litter 

numbers), we also analysed the reverse situation by fixing the power and estimating the effect 

size in dependence of the sample size (litter numbers), i.e. the sensitivity. The results are 

shown in Figure 6, again for relatively large AGD units in the controls (top figure) and small 

ones (bottom). Here we focused only on average litter sizes, resampled from all available data 

sets, but again for a typical data variability scenario (green curve) and a worst-case (red 

curve). The horizontal lines correspond to the control AGD means. Any effect difference 

between the male control line and the curves is unlikely to be detected as statistically 

significant, at least at given 80% power.   
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Figure 4: Power simulation for male pups with high AGD control estimates. 10% reduction corresponds 

to a 4.5% reduction in relation to the control male AGD, while the 20% reduction correspond to a 9% 

reduction in relation to the control male AGD. 
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Figure 5: Power simulation for male pups with low AGD control estimates. 10% reduction corresponds to 

a 4.65% reduction in relation to the control male AGD. 20% reduction corresponds to a 9.3% reduction.
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Figure 6: Statistical detection limit (sensitivity) at given power (80%) and false-positive 

error rate α=5%. Large and small pups refer to the average AGD sizes from the male 

controls as mentioned in the previous figures. 
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AGD Data from other labs 

26. Data sets from 7 studies were analysed and outcomes were compared with that from 

the Copenhagen studies. All data analysis was performed only on male pups (with the 

exception of female control pups). Only in two studies significant treatment effects were 

detected, with different directions compared to their controls: study C revealed an increase in 

AGD, study D a reduction in AGD (Table 2). Most studies were performed with huge 

numbers of dams, litter numbers ranged from 24 up to 30. The litter sizes and birth weights 

were comparable to the previous results (exception: study F), however, significant differences 

were between the mean AGD estimates and their variance components: the between-litter as 

well as within-litter variances were smaller by a factor of 10-100. The reasons for these gross 

differences are unknown, but probably indicate that AGD values were reported in a different 

unit. Other factors (e.g. age and strain) might have added to the differences. It should be also 

noted that AGD values were often reported as rounded values. Based on these values the 

power simulation studies were repeated, with setting Variancebetween litter=0.04 and 

Variancewithin litter =0.06 for an average data variability scenario, and Variancebetween litter=1.5 

and Variancewithin litter =1.5 for a worst-case data variability scenario, results are shown in 

Figure 7. Here a 10% reduction corresponds to a 5% reduction in relation to the control male 

AGD, while the 20% reduction corresponds to a 10% reduction in relation to the control male 

AGD. 

27. All simulations on the basis of these data sets indicate that the detection of effect 

sizes at the same error rates as in the previous simulations requires much higher sample sizes, 

and a 10% reduction is likely to be overlooked by litter sizes below 20. Although in an 

absolute sense less data variability was observed, the relative signal-to-noise was lower here 

(i.e. higher coefficient of variation), which explains why samples sizes would need to be 

larger to detect similar effect sizes with the same error rate. 
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Table 2: AGD – Dose-Response summary (Non-Copenhagen studies) 

                  
   litter birth weight Model information (LMM) AGD Control difference   

Study 
type of 

treatment 
dose 

# av. size  

mean 

90% 

percentile 

between-

litter 

variance 

within-

litter 

variance 

ILC tetBW mean SEM abs ratio norm post-hoc 

power 

 

                  
A male control  27 7.1 7.30 [6.60-8.20]     3.91 0.052 0 1 1 -  

 Compound NOAEL
1)

 24 7.8 7.05 [6.10-8.10] 0.051 0.101 0.34 1.89
**

 3.74 0.052 -0.17 0.96 0.91 32.4%  

 female control  27 6.1 6.96 [6.00-7.80]     2.08 0.049 -1.83 0.53 0 -  

B male control  26 6.5 7.31 [6.30-8.30]     3.88 0.078 0 1 1 -  

 Compound NOAEL
1)

 26 6.3 7.20 [6.20-8.00] 0.155 0.142 0.52 1.76
**

 3.87 0.083 -0.01 1.00 0.99 17.5%  

 female control  26 6.4 6.86 [5.90-7.80]     2.08 0.053 -1.80 0.54 0 -  

C male control  26 5.4 6.11 [5.50-6.85]     3.48 0.056 0 1 1 -  

 Compound NOAEL 30 5.3 6.27 [5.80-6.80] 0.076 0.059 0.56 1.37
**

 3.55 0.056 0.07 1.02 1.05 9.8%  

  LOAEL 28 5.3 6.01 [5.20-6.70]     3.68 0.055 0.20 1.06 1.14 74.7%  

 female control  26 5.5 5.76 [5.10-6.60]     2.03 0.016 -1.44 0.58 0 -  

D male control  28 5.5 6.25 [5.60-7.00]     3.80 0.027 0 1 1 -  

 compound NOAEL 27 5.9 6.15 [5.40-7.00] 0.030 0.066 0.31 1.05
**

 3.78 0.029 -0.02 1.00 0.99 40.4%  

  LOAEL 29 5.6 5.94 [5.40-6.70]     3.64 0.052 -0.16 0.96 0.91 66.7%  

 female control  28 4.9 5.98 [5.30-6.70]     2.06 0.025 -1.74 0.54 0 -  

E male control  27 5.0 6.12 [5.30-6.90]     3.43 0.041 0 1 1 -  

 compound NOAEL
1)

 28 4.8 5.88 [5.20-6.50] 0.038 0.058 0.39 1.57
**

 3.47 0.044 0.04 1.01 1.03 51.4%  

 female control  27 5.6 5.79 [5.20-6.40]     1.68 0.033 -1.75 0.49 0 -  

F male control  27 4.9 6.21 [5.60-6.90]     4.13 0.051 0 1 1 -  

 Compound NOAEL
1)

 30 4.2 6.22 [5.50-6.90] 0.041 0.060 0.40 1.32
**

 4.21 0.041 0.09 1.02 1.04 24.5%  

 female control  27 5.4 5.85 [5.20-6.30]     2.11 0.037 -2.01 0.51 0 -  

G male control  10 6.8 10.39 [8.90-11.90]     4.62 0.103 0 1 1 -  

 female control  10 5.9 9.60 [8.60-10.90]     2.28 0.049 -2.33 0.49 0 -  

                  

ILC=inter-litter correlation; * stat. significant at α=5%; ** stat. significant at α=1%; 
1)

 all doses produced significant responses, values for the lowest dose are shown;  
2)

 all doses produced non-significant responses, values for the highest dose are shown; 
3)

 only two treatment doses were tested; tetBW model parameter estimated for cubic root-transformed body weight; 
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Figure 7: Power simulation for AGD in male pups. 10% reduction corresponds to a 5% reduction in 

relation to the control male AGD. 20% reduction corresponds to a 10% reduction 
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Nipple Retention 
 

Description of Data 

 

28. Data sets from 20 studies were analysed, the summarizing information is shown in 

Table 3. The number of litters and average litter sizes were nearly identical to that reported in 

Table 1 for AGD. If data variability was small, average nipple numbers of below 1 could be 

detected as statistically significantly different from the controls. Litter correlations ranged 

from 0 to 0.5, indicating a weak to moderate intra-litter variation. 

 

 

Description of Statistical Model and Estimation Method 

 

29. The analysis of correlated data when the measurements are assumed to be 

multivariate normal has been studied extensively. However, when the responses are discrete 

and correlated, as this is the case for the number of nipples, different methodologies must be 

used in the analysis of data. As a general and flexible method for correlated discrete data, the 

generalized estimating equations (GEE) approach has become increasingly important and 

widely used in analysing such data (Liang & Zeger, 1986). In addition to those with the GEE 

approach, there are other estimation approaches (e.g., weighted least squares), but here we 

only consider the GEE approach due to its increasing use in the field. The number of 

nipples/areolas was assumed to follow a binomial distribution with a response range between 

0 and 12, with the latter being equal to the biologically possible maximal number of nipples 

in rats.  

 

30. An attractive property of GEE is that working correlation matrix can be miss-

specified and yet the regression coefficient estimator is still consistent and asymptotically 

normal. The covariance matrix of the estimated regression coefficients was estimated using 

the so called robust or sandwich estimator, the working correlation structure was chosen 

according to the working independence model. The correlated data can then be treated as 

though they were independent and the resulting regression parameter estimates along with the 

robust covariance estimator can be used to draw proper statistical conclusions. In general 

there is no closed form available which would allow sample size and power calculation in 

GEE (except for some special cases, but not relevant here). Note that one needs to specify the 

underlying correlation structure in sample size and power calculations and thus can use it as 

the working correlation structure.  

 

31. Main assumption is that the pups from the same litter are correlated while litters are 

independent, i.e. within-litter correlation is present, but observations from different litters are 

independent. The number of nipples per pup was modelled by the marginal logistic regression 

model, where the unknown regression coefficients corresponded to the control and treatment 

mean estimates. We assumed that the correlation structure does not change across the litters, 

i.e. all pups had the same treatment-independent correlation (exchangeable compound 

symmetry matrix). The correlation parameter is defined between -1 and 1, with 1 assuming 
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full correlation (all pups from the same litter responded in the same way), 0 no correlation at 

all, and negative values indicate negative relationships. The latter was ruled out from a 

biological point of view, and consequently the correlation parameter was assumed to be 

positive, i.e. pups from the same litter are likely to respond more similar. This property can 

be translated as justification of using the litter mean in statistical analysis when the 

correlation parameter is close to 1, and using the pup response as statistical unit when the 

parameter is close to 0. Values between these two extremes therefore provide an estimate 

about the importance of the factor litter in data analysis, and its setting is crucial for sample 

size and power calculation. The between-litter variability (“variance estimate”) was derived 

from the inference of the mean estimates, and used to define the variability scenarios for the 

power simulation studies. 

 

32. Non-variation in the controls is problematic for statistics, i.e. if no nipples were 

measured in any of the control pups. In a strict sense, no data analysis can be done then. To 

overcome this limitation, a pragmatic solution might be setting a positive nipple for at least 

one pup per treatment group. However, this was not required for any of the selected data sets. 

 

33. All data analyses were performed by using the GENMOD procedure in the statistical 

software SAS.  

 

 

Description of Simulations 

 

34. For the Monte Carlo approach, it was necessary to develop a method to simulate 

high-dimensional correlated data, in our case a high-dimensional multivariate binary 

distribution that describes the whole litter. This was achieved by using the copula techniques 

which combines marginal distributions with a given correlation structure (for more details see 

R. Wicklin, 2013). In contrast to the power simulation studies for AGD, no approximate test 

statistics were available that could have simplified the simulation studies, and consequently 

the computer time required for the simulation studies was immense. This meant that it was 

not possible to estimate the detection limit at given error rates; only figures showing the 

power for specific experimental setups and data variability assumptions were produced. In 

each simulation step, litter size was resampled by random out of a pool of all observed litter 

control sizes. All data analyses were performed by using the IML procedure in the statistical 

software SAS.  

 

 

Results 

 

35. The outcomes of the power simulations are shown for male controls with a small 

nipple baseline (0.1 nipples per pup) for two different variability scenarios in Figure 8, 

assuming the detection of 1 nipple per pup as effect size of interest. Here 10 litters per dose 

should be sufficient to ensure the statistical detection of this effect size. For the higher base 

line of 2 nipples per control pup, the detection of effect differences becomes much more 
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difficult, and increased nipple variability is likely to detect only large effect differences 

(Figure 9): the detection of 4 nipples per pup at high data variability is unlikely to be 

achieved with litter numbers below 20. The negative impact of increased control baseline 

rates on statistical power is well-known from cancer studies with dichotomous tumour 

endpoints. 

 

Table 3: Nipple Retention Summary for all Copenhagen studies 

   Litter  model information   

Study 
type of 

treatment 
dose 

# average 

size 

mean 

nipple 

 logit link Variance 

estimate 

Litter 

correlation 

Control 

difference 

post-hoc 

power 
            
A male control  7 5.4 2.31  -1.533 0.0150    

 compound A NOAEL 8 4.4 1.95  -1.736 0.0161 0.056 -0.36 22.3% 

  LOAEL 10 5.1 2.85*  -1.268 0.0097 0.056 0.54 53.0% 

B male control  13 3.8 0.02  -6.484 0.9219    

 compound B LOAEL
2)

 5 5.8 0.89*  -2.611 0.1408 0.331 0.87 57.4% 

 compound C LOAEL
2)

 7 3.4 1.28*  -2.215 0.1232 0.367 1.26 60.9% 

C male control  15 4.1 0.23  -4.030 0.1334    

 compound D NOAEL 8 4.0 0.89  -2.615 0.3885 0.350 0.66 13.8% 

  LOAEL 8 3.8 3.95**  -0.829 0.1047 0.350 3.72 96.7% 

 compound E LOAEL
2)

 8 3.6 3.78**  -0.890 0.1052 0.332 3.55 98.0% 

D male control  15 4.3 0.40  -3.461 0.4052    

 compound F NOAEL
1)

 6 5.2 2.66  -1.356 0.0826 0.506 2.26 15.3% 

 compound G NOAEL
1)

 8 4.0 0.89  -2.608 0.2413 0.409 0.49 5.1% 

 compound H NOAEL 8 5.3 1.38  -2.127 0.0532 0.248 0.98 9.5% 

  LOAEL 5 4.6 3.72*  -0.913 0.1291 0.248 3.32 50.7% 

E male control  13 4.8 0.02  -6.612 0.9072    

 Mixture A LOAEL
2)

 14 4.4 1.01**  -2.478 0.0623 0.140 0.99 99.9% 

F male control  13 3.8 1.60  -1.965 0.0847    

 compound I NOAEL
1)

 7 3.0 3.61  -0.942 0.0915 0.212 2.01 29.3% 

 compound J NOAEL
1)

 7 4.3 3.08  -1.168 0.0869 0.462 1.48 1.5% 

 Mixture B LOAEL
2)

 16 4.8 3.65*  -0.950 0.0554 0.385 2.05 95.2% 

G male control  13 4.3 0.06  -5.333 0.1341    

 Mixture C 
3)

 NOAEL
1)

 14 5.9 0.53**  -3.151 0.0710 0.128 0.47 93.1% 

H male control  19 4.4 0.01  -6.997 0.9399    

 Mixture D NOAEL
1)

 19 4.6 0.69  -2.877 0.1187 0.104 0.68 44.3% 

 Mixture E 
3)

 LOAEL
2)

 15 4.6 1.13*  -2.352 0.0447 0.048 1.12 71.4% 

 Mixture F 
3)

 NOAEL
1)

 17 5.2 0.04  -5.667 0.2497 <0.01 0.03 2.3% 

I male control  18 6.3 0.09  -5.011 0.1682    

 compound K NOAEL
2)

 17 6.3 0.43  -3.371 0.1226 0.121 0.34  

K male control  15 5.1 0.14  -4.553 0.1798    

 Mixture G 
3)

 LOAEL
2)

 16 5.6 0.66**  -2.926 0.0711 0.173 0.52 94.9% 

 Mixture H 
3)

 NOAEL
1)

 16 4.9 0.14  -4.492 0.1312 0.034 0.00 0.5% 

 Mixture I 
3)

 LOAEL
2)

 17 5.8 1.55**  -1.997 0.0268 0.139 1.41 99.9%. 

            

* stat. significant at α=5%; ** stat. significant at α=1%; logit link = mean model estimate after logit 

transformation; 
1)

 all doses produced significant responses, values for the lowest dose are shown;  
2)

 all doses 

produced non-significant responses, values for the highest dose are shown;  
3)

 only two treatment doses were 

tested; 
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Figure 8: Power simulation for nipple retention in male pups with low control baseline. 
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Figure 9: Power simulation for nipple retention in male pups with high control baseline. 
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Comparison AGD vs. NR 

36. The successful NOAEL and LOAEL determinations for all studies are shown in 

Table 4. If only a NOAEL was derived, then none of the tested doses produced responses 

significantly different from the controls, and if only a LOAEL was determined, then all of the 

tested doses produced statistically significant responses. Also included is whether the 

NOAELs agreed for both endpoints, or whether different conclusions were drawn.      

 

Table 4: NOAELs & LOAELS for AGD and NR and their comparative assessment 

  AGD NR  comparative assessment (“sensitivity”) 

Study 
type of 

treatment 
NOAEL LOAEL NOAEL LOAEL  NR < AGD NR = AGD AGD < NR 

          
Copenhagen studies 

A compound A X - X X  X   

B compound B X X - X  X   

 compound C - X - X   X  

C compound D X X X X  X   

 compound E - X - X   X  

D compound F X - X -   X  

 compound G X - X -   X  

 compound H X X X X   X  

E Mixture A X X - X  X   

F compound I X - X -   X  

 compound J X - X -   X  

 Mixture B - X - X   X  

G Mixture C X - - X  X   

H Mixture D X X X -    X 

 Mixture E - X - X   X  

 Mixture F X - X -   X  

I compound K - X X -    X 

J compound L X X X -  X   

K Mixture G - X - X   X  

 Mixture H X - X -   X  

 Mixture I - X - X   X  
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Constraints and limitations 

37. Outcomes from the power analysis are mainly derived from data of the same lab 

(Division of Toxicology and Risk Assessment, National Food Institute, Technical University of 

Denmark) and any generalization must be considered with some caution. Although these data 

were produced over a period of ten years under changing technical staff, and therefore to some 

degree different experimental conditions are covered by data analysis, nevertheless only a 

systematic analysis about the influence of potential confounding factors (e.g. age and strain) 

on the statistical detection limit would provide a comprehensive picture. But this is currently 

not possible due to the lack of appropriate data, and to our knowledge no indications have 

been reported that would highlight the importance for these extensive studies.  

38. Power analyses (and simulations) are based mainly on control information, and 

should therefore be independent of specific data features which might be present only in 

positive studies. Consequently, we always assumed that small treatment-related effect 

responses have roughly the same variability patterns than the controls. This might be violated 

for high dose responses.  
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 OECD GUIDELINE FOR TESTING OF CHEMICALS 
 

 

 Adopted by the Council on 27
th

 July 1995 

 

 Reproduction/Developmental Toxicity Screening Test 
 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1. In London, January 1990, an ad hoc Meeting of Experts on Screening Methods for 

Reproductive Toxicity discussed and agreed on a protocol for a "Preliminary Reproduction Toxicity 

Screening Test", that could effectively be utilised in the initial evaluation of existing chemicals (1). 

 

2. This screening Test Guideline, which is an updated version of the protocol agreed at the London 

meeting, is the outcome of a Nominated Experts Meeting on Reproductive Toxicity Screening Methods, 

held in Tokyo, October 1992 (2).  It is based on experience gained in Member countries from using the 

original method on existing high production volume chemicals and in exploratory tests with positive 

control chemicals. 

 

3. This Guideline is designed to generate limited information concerning the effects of a test 

substance on male and female reproductive performance such as gonadal function, mating behaviour, 

conception, development of the conceptus and parturition.  It is not an alternative to, nor does it replace 

the existing Test Guidelines 414, 415 and 416 and 443. 

 

 

INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

4. This Screening Test Guideline can be used to provide initial information on possible effects on 

reproduction and/or development, either at an early stage of assessing the toxicological properties of 

chemicals, or on chemicals of concern.  It can also be used as part of a set of initial screening tests for 

existing chemicals for which little or no toxicological information is available, as a dose range finding 

study for more extensive reproduction/developmental studies, or when otherwise considered relevant. 

 

5. This test does not provide complete information on all aspects of reproduction and development.  

In particular, it offers only limited means of detecting post-natal manifestations of pre-natal exposure, or 

effects that may be induced during post-natal exposure. Due (amongst other reasons) to the relatively 

small numbers of animals in the dose groups, the selectivity of the end points, and the short duration of the 

study, this method will not provide evidence for definite claims of no effects.  Although, as a 

consequence, negative data do not indicate absolute safety with respect to reproduction and development, 

this information may provide some reassurance if actual exposures were clearly less than the dose related 

to the No-Observed-Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL). Moreover, in the absence of data from other 

reproduction/developmental toxicity tests, positive results are useful for initial hazard assessment and 

contribute to decisions with respect to the necessity and timing of additional testing. An endocrine signal 

might not be considered sufficient evidence on its own that the test substance is an endocrine disruptor. 
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6. This Guideline assumes oral administration of the test substance.  Modifications may be 

required if other routes of exposure are used. 

 

7. Definitions used are given in Annex 1. 

 

PRINCIPLE OF THE TEST 
 

8. The test substance is administered in graduated doses to several groups of males and females.  

Males should be dosed for a minimum of four weeks and up to and including the day before scheduled kill 

(this includes a minimum of two weeks prior to mating, during the mating period and, approximately, two 

weeks post-mating).  In view of the limited pre-mating dosing period in males, fertility may not be a 

particular sensitive indicator of testicular toxicity.  Therefore, a detailed histological examination of the 

testes is essential.  The combination of a pre-mating dosing period of two weeks and subsequent 

mating/fertility observations with an overall dosing period of at least four weeks, followed by detailed 

histopathology of the male gonads, is considered sufficient to enable detection of the majority of effects 

on male fertility and spermatogenesis. 

 

9. Females should be dosed throughout the study.  This includes two weeks prior to mating (with 

the objective of covering at least two complete oestrous cycles), the variable time to conception, the 

duration of pregnancy and at least four days after delivery, up to and including the day before scheduled 

kill. 

 

10. Duration of study, following acclimatisation, is dependent on the female performance and is 

approximately 563 days, [at least 14 days premating, (up to) 14 days mating, 22 days gestation, 134 days 

lactation]. 

 

11. During the period of administration, the animals are observed closely each day for signs of 

toxicity.  Animals which die or are killed during the test period are necropsied and, at the conclusion of 

the test, surviving animals are killed and necropsied. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 

 

Selection of animal species 
 

12. This Test Guideline is designed for use with the rat.  If other species are used, appropriate 

modifications will be necessary.  Strains with low fecundity or well-known high incidence of 

developmental defects should not be used.  Healthy virgin animals, not subjected to previous 

experimental procedures, should be used.  The test animals should be characterised as to species, strain, 

sex, weight and/or age.  At the commencement of the study the weight variation of animals used should 

be minimal and not exceed 20% of the mean weight of each sex. 

 

Housing and feeding conditions 
 

13. The temperature in the experimental animal room should be 22 C (± 3).  Although the 

relative humidity should be at least 30% and preferably not exceed 70% other than during room cleaning, 

the aim should be 50-60%.  Lighting should be artificial, the sequence being 12 hours light, 12 hours 

dark.  For feeding, conventional laboratory diets may be used with an unlimited supply of drinking water.  

The choice of diet may be influenced by the need to ensure a suitable admixture of a test substance when 

administered by this method. 

 

14. Animals may be housed individually or be caged in small groups of the same sex; for group 

caging, no more than five animals should be housed per cage.  Mating procedures should be carried out 

in cages suitable for the purpose.  Pregnant females should be caged individually and provided with 

nesting materials. 
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Preparation of the animals 
 

15. Healthy young adult animals are randomly assigned to the control and treatment groups.  

Cages should be arranged in such a way that possible effects due to cage placement are minimized.  The 

animals are uniquely identified and kept in their cages for at least five days prior to the start of the study to 

allow for acclimatisation to the laboratory conditions. 

 

Preparation of doses 
 

16. It is recommended that the test substance be administered orally unless other routes of 

administration are considered more appropriate.  When the oral route is selected, the test compound is 

usually administered by gavage; however, alternatively, test compounds may be administered via the diet 

or drinking water. 

 

17. Where necessary, the test substance is dissolved or suspended in a suitable vehicle.  It is 

recommended that, wherever possible, the use of an aqueous solution/suspension be considered first, 

followed by consideration of a solution/emulsion in oil (e.g. corn oil) and then by possible solution in 

other vehicles.  For vehicles other than water the toxic characteristics of the vehicle must be known.  

The stability of the test substance in the vehicle should be determined. 

 

 

PROCEDURE 
 

Number and sex of animals 
 

18. It is recommended that each group be started with at least 10 animals of each sex.  Except in the 

case of marked toxic effects, it is expected that this will provide at least 8 pregnant females per group 

which normally is the minimum acceptable number of pregnant females per group.  The objective is to 

produce enough pregnancies and offspring to assure a meaningful evaluation of the potential of the 

substance to affect fertility, pregnancy, maternal and suckling behaviour, and growth and development of 

the F1 offspring from conception to day 1314 post-partum. 

 

Dosage 
 

19. Generally, at least three test groups and a control group should be used.  Dose levels may be 

based on information from acute toxicity tests or on results from repeated dose studies.  Except for 

treatment with the test substance, animals in the control group should be handled in an identical manner to 

the test group subjects.  If a vehicle is used in administering the test substance, the control group should 

receive the vehicle in the highest volume used. 

 

20. Dose levels should be selected taking into account any existing toxicity and (toxico-) kinetic 

data available for the test compound or related materials.  The highest dose level should be chosen with 

the aim of inducing toxic effects but not death or severe suffering.  Thereafter, a descending sequence of 

dose levels should be selected with a view to demonstrating any dosage related response and 

no-observed-adverse effects (NOAEL) at the lowest dose level.  Two to four fold intervals are frequently 

optimal for setting the descending dose levels and addition of a fourth test group is often preferable to 

using very large intervals (e.g. more than a factor of 10) between dosages. 
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Limit test 

21. If an oral study at one dose level of at least 1000 mg/kg body weight/day or, for dietary or 

drinking water administration, an equivalent percentage in the diet, or drinking water using the procedures 

described for this study, produces no observable toxic effects and if toxicity would not be expected based 

upon data from structurally related compounds, then a full study using several dose levels may not be 

considered necessary.  The limit test applies except when human exposure indicates the need for a higher 

oral dose level to be used.  For other types of administration, such as inhalation or dermal application, the 

physical chemical properties of the test substance often may dictate the maximum attainable 

concentration. 

 

Administration of doses 

22. The animals are dosed with the test substance daily for seven days a week.  When the test 

substance is administered by gavage, this should be done in a single dose to the animals using a stomach 

tube or a suitable intubation cannula.  The maximum volume of liquid that can be administered at one 

time depends on the size of the test animal.  The volume should not exceed 1 ml/100 g body weight, 

except in the case of aqueous solutions where 2 ml/100 g body weight may be used.  Except for irritating 

or corrosive substances which will normally reveal exacerbated effects with higher concentrations, 

variability in test volume should be minimised by adjusting the concentration to ensure a constant volume 

at all dose levels. 

 

23. For substances administered via the diet or drinking water, it is important to ensure that the 

quantities of the test substance involved do not interfere with normal nutrition or water balance.  When 

the test substance is administered in the diet either a constant dietary concentration (ppm) or a constant 

dose level in terms of the animals' body weight may be used; the alternative used must be specified.  For 

a substance administered by gavage, the dose should be given at similar times each day, and adjusted at 

least weekly to maintain a constant dose level in terms of animal body weight. 

 

Experimental schedule 

24. Dosing of both sexes should begin at least 2 weeks prior to mating, after they have been 

acclimatised for at least five days.  The study should be scheduled in such a way that mating begins soon 

after the animals have attained full sexual maturity.  This may vary slightly for different strains of rats in 

different laboratories, e.g. Sprague Dawley rats 10 weeks of age, Wistar rats about 12 weeks of age.  

Dams with offspring should be killed on day 134 post-partum, or shortly thereafter.  The day of birth 

(viz. when parturition is complete) is defined as day 0 post-partum.  Females showing no-evidence of 

copulation are killed 24-26 days after the last day of the mating period.  Dosing is continued in both sexes 

during the mating period.  Males should further be dosed after the mating period at least until the 

minimum total dosing period of 28 days has been completed.  They are then killed, or, alternatively, are 

retained and continued to be dosed for the possible conduction of a second mating if considered 

appropriate. 

 

25. Daily dosing of the parental females should continue throughout pregnancy and at least up to, 

and including, day 123 post-partum or the day before sacrifice.  For studies where the test substance is 

administered by inhalation or by the dermal route, dosing should be continued at least up to, and 

including, day 19 of gestation. 

 

26. A diagram of the experimental schedule is given in Annex 2. 

 

Mating procedure 
 

27. Normally, 1:1 (one male to one female) matings should be used in this study.  Exceptions can 

arise in the case of occasional deaths of males.  The female should be placed with the same male until 

pregnancy occurs or two weeks have elapsed.  Each morning the females should be examined for the 
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presence of sperm or a vaginal plug.  Day 0 of pregnancy is defined as the day a vaginal plug or sperm is 

found.  In case pairing is unsuccessful, re-mating of females with proven males of the same group could 

be considered. 

 

Observations 
 

28. Throughout the test period, general clinical observations should be made at least once a day, and 

more frequently when signs of toxicity are observed.  They should be made preferably at the same 

time(s) each day, considering the peak period of anticipated effects after dosing.  Pertinent behavioural 

changes, signs of difficult or prolonged parturition and all signs of toxicity, including mortality, should be 

recorded.  These records should include time of onset, degree and duration of toxicity signs. 

 

29. The duration of gestation should be recorded and is calculated from day 0 of pregnancy.  Each 

litter should be examined as soon as possible after delivery to establish the number and sex of pups, 

stillbirths, live births, runts (pups that are significantly smaller than corresponding control pups) and the 

presence of gross abnormalities. 

 

30. Live pups should be counted and sexed and litters weighed within 24 hours of parturition (day 0 

or 1 post-partum) and at least on day 4 and 1413 post-partum.  In addition to the observations on parent 

animals (see paragraph 28), any abnormal behaviour of the offspring should be recorded. 

 

30a. The anogenital distance (AGD) of each pup should be measured on at least one occasion from 

PND 0 through PND 4. Pup body weight should be collected on the day the AGD is measured and the 

AGD should be normalized to a measure of pup size, preferably the cube root of body weight (12). The 

number of nipples/areolae in male pups should be counted on PND 12 or 13 as recommended in OECD 

GD 151. 

 

Body weight and food/water consumption 
 

31. Males and females should be weighed on the first day of dosing, at least weekly thereafter, and 

at termination.  During pregnancy, females should be weighed on days 0, 7, 14 and 20 and within 24 

hours of parturition (day 0 or 1 post-partum) and at least day 4 and 134 post-partum.  These observations 

should be reported individually for each adult animal. 

 

32. During pre-mating, pregnancy and lactation, food consumption should be measured at least 

weekly.  The measurement of food consumption during mating is optional.  Water consumption during 

these periods should also be measured when the test substance is administered via drinking water. 

 

Pathology 

 

Gross necropsy 
 

33. At the time of sacrifice or death during the study, the adult animals should be examined 

macroscopically for any abnormalities or pathological changes.  Special attention should be paid to the 

organs of the reproductive system.  The number of implantation sites should be recorded.  The counting 

of corpora lutea is strongly recommended. 

 

34. The testes and epididymides of all male adult animals should be weighed. 

 

35. Dead pups and pups killed at day 134 post-partum, or shortly thereafter, should, at least, be 

carefully examined externally for gross abnormalities. Particular attention should be paid to the external 

reproductive genitals which should be examined for signs of altered development. 
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35a. Blood samples from a defined site are taken from all pups and all dams at pup PND 13, at 

termination, stored under appropriate conditions and assessed for serum levels for thyroid hormones (T4 

and TSH). Pup blood can be pooled by sex per litters for thyroid hormone analyses.  

 

36. The ovaries, testes, epididymides, accessory sex organs and all organs showing macroscopic 

lesions of all adult animals should be preserved.  Formalin fixation is not recommended for routine 

examination of testes and epididymides.  An acceptable method is the use of Bouin's fixative for these 

tissues. 

 

 

Histopathology 
 

37. Detailed histological examination should be performed on the ovaries, testes and epididymides 

(with special emphasis on stages of spermatogenesis and histopathology of interstitial testicular cell 

structure) of the animals of the highest dose group and the control group.  The other preserved organs 

may be examined when necessary.  Examinations should be extended to the animals of other dosage 

groups when changes are seen in the highest dose group. 

 

 

DATA AND REPORTING 

 

Data 
 

38. Individual animal data should be provided.  Additionally, all data should be summarised in 

tabular form, showing for each test group the number of animals at the start of the test, the number of 

animals found dead during the test or killed for humane reasons, the time of any death or humane kill, the 

number of fertile animals, the number of pregnant females, the number of animals showing signs of 

toxicity, a description of the signs of toxicity observed, including time of onset, duration, and severity of 

any toxic effects, the types of histopathological changes, and all relevant litter data.  A tabular summary 

report format that has proven to be very useful for the evaluation of reproductive/developmental effect is 

given in Annex 3. 

 

39. Due to the limited dimensions of the study, statistical analyseis in the form of tests for 

"significance" are of limited value for many endpoints, especially reproductive endpoints.  If statistical 

analyses are used then the method chosen should be appropriate for the distribution of the variable 

examined, and be selected prior to the start of the study. Statistical analysis of AGD and nipple retention 

should be based on individual pup data, taking litter effects into account. Because of the small group size, 

the use of historic control data (e.g. for litter size), where available, may also be useful as an aid to the 

interpretation of the study. 

 

Evaluation of results 
 

40. The findings of this toxicity study should be evaluated in terms of the observed effects, 

necropsy and microscopic findings.  The evaluation will include the relationship between the dose of the 

test substance and the presence or absence, incidence and severity of abnormalities, including  gross 

lesions, identified target organs, infertility, clinical abnormalities, affected reproductive and litter 

performance, body weight changes, effects on mortality and any other toxic effects. 

 

41. Because of the short period of treatment of the male, the histopathology of the testis and 

epididymius must be considered along with the fertility data, when assessing male reproductive effects. 
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Test report 
 

42. The test report must include the following information: 

 

 Test substance: 

 

  - physical nature and, where relevant, physicochemical properties; 

  - identification data. 

 

 Vehicle (if appropriate): 

 

  - justification for choice of vehicle if other than water. 

 

 Test animals: 
 

  - species/strain used; 

  - number, age and sex of animals; 

  - source, housing conditions, diet, etc.; 

  - individual weights of animals at the start of the test. 
 

 Test conditions: 
 

  - rationale for dose level selection; 

  - details of test substance formulation/diet preparation, achieved concentrations, 

stability and homogeneity of the preparation; 

  - details of the administration of the test substance; 

  - conversion from diet/drinking water test substance concentration (ppm) to the actual 

dose (mg/kg body weight/day), if applicable; 

  - details of food and water quality. 
 

 Results: 
 

  - body weight/body weight changes; 

  - food consumption, and water consumption if available; 

  - toxic response data by sex and dose, including fertility, gestation, and any other signs 

of toxicity; 

  - gestation length; 

  - toxic or other effects on reproduction, offspring, post-natal growth, etc.; 

  - nature, severity and duration of clinical observations (whether reversible or not); 

  - number of live births and post-implantation loss; 

  - AGD of all pups 

  -  Nipple retention, male pups,  

  -  Thyroid hormone levels, dams and pups 

  - number pups with grossly visible abnormalities, gross evaluation of external 

genitalia,  number of runts; 

  - time of death during the study or whether animals survived to termination; 

  - number of implantations, corpora lutea (recommended), litter size and litter weights 

at the time of recording; 

  - body weight at sacrifice and organ weight data for the parental animals; 

  - necropsy findings; 

  - a detailed description of microscopic findings of the male genital tract and in other 

tissues, when performed; 

  -  absorption data (if available); 

  - statistical treatment of results, where appropriate. 
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 Discussion of results. 
 

 Conclusions. 
 

Interpretation of results 

43. The study will provide evaluations of reproduction/developmental toxicity associated with 

administration of repeated doses.  It could provide an indication of the need to conduct further 

investigations and provides guidance in the design of subsequent studies. 
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 ANNEX 1 
 

 

DEFINITIONS 
 

Reproduction toxicity represents harmful effects on the progeny and/or an impairment of male and female 

reproductive functions or capacity. 

 

Maternal toxicity: adverse effects on gravid females, occurring either specifically (direct effect) or 

aspecifically (indirect effect).  

 

Impairment of fertility represents disorders of male or female reproductive functions or capacity. 

 

Developmental toxicity: the manifestation of reproductive toxicity, representing pre-, peri- post-natal, 

structural, or functional disorders in the progeny. 

 

Dose is the amount of test substance administered.  Dose is expressed as weight (g, mg) as weight of test 

substance per unit weight of test animal (e.g. mg/kg), or as constant dietary concentration (ppm). 

 

Dosage is a general term comprising of dose, its frequency and the duration of dosing. 

 

Evident toxicity is a general term describing clear signs of toxicity following administration of test 

substance.  These should be sufficient for hazard assessment and should be such that an increase in the 

dose administered can be expected to result in the development of severe toxic signs and probable 

mortality. 

 

NOAEL is the abbreviation for no-observed-adverse effect level and is the highest dose level where no 

adverse treatment-related findings are observed. 
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ANNEX 2 
 

DIAGRAM OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SCHEDULE INDICATING THE MAXIMUM STUDY DURATION, 
BASED ON A FULL 14-DAY MATING PERIOD REVISED ACCORDING TO NOVEL ENDPOINTS 

 

 
  

MALES/SIRES 

 

 
OPTIONAL EXTENDED EXPOSURE 

 
MALES 

 

 
MALES 

 

 
 

+ 

FEMALES 

 

 
PREGNANT FEMALES 

 
DAMS  

 
FEMALES 

 
 

PUPS 

 

 
NON-PREGNANT FEMALES 

 

 
 

Pre-mating 
(14 days) 

Mating 
(maximum 14 days) 

Gestation 
(approx. 22 days) 

Lactation (approx.. 13 days)

 

 
1 7 14 21 28 35 42 50        5463 

 
Start of Necropsy males/sires Parturition Day 4 13 post-partum  
the study (after a dosing period of at least 4 weeks) AGD in all pups  Necropsy females 

and pups 
Nipple retention in male pups 

 
Necropsy males/sires 

Dosing Without dosing 
(optional)
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ANNEX 3 TABULAR SUMMARY REPORT OF EFFECTS ON REPRODUCTION/DEVELOPMENT 

OBSERVATIONS VALUES 

Dosage (units)....... 0 (control) . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Pairs started (N)      

Females showing evidence of copulation (N)      

Females achieving pregnancy (N)      

Conceiving days 1 - 5 (N)      

Conceiving days 6 - . . .(1) (N)      

Pregnancy  21 days (N)      

Pregnancy = 22 days (N)      

Pregnancy  23 days (N)      

Dams with live young born (N)      

Dams with live young at day 4 pp (N)      

Corpora lutea/dam (mean)      

Implants/dam (mean)      

Live pups/dam at birth (mean)      

Live pups/dam at day 4 (mean)      

Sex ratio (m/f) at birth (mean)      

Sex ratio (m/f) at day 4 (mean)      

Litter weight at birth (mean)      

Litter weight at day 4 (mean)      

Pup weight at birth (mean)      

Pup AGD at birth or before day 4 (mean)      

Pup weight at day 4 (mean)      

Male pup nipple retention at day 12 or 13 (mean)      

ABNORMAL PUPS 

   Dams with 0      

   Dams with 1      

   Dams with  2      

LOSS OF OFFSPRING 

Pre-implantation (corpora lutea minus implantations) 

   Females with 0      

   Females with 1      

   Females with 2      

   Females with  3      

Pre-natal/post-implantations (implantations minus live births) 

   Females with 0      

   Females with 1      

   Females with 2      

   Females with  3      

Post-natal (live births minus alive at post-natal day 134) 

   Females with 0      

   Females with 1      

   Females with 2      

   Females with  3      

 

                                                 
     (1) last day of the mating period 
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OECD GUIDELINE FOR TESTING OF CHEMICALS 

Adopted by the Council on 22
nd

 March 1996 

 

Combined Repeated Dose Toxicity Study with the 

Reproduction/Developmental Toxicity Screening Test 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1. In London, January 1990, an ad hoc Meeting of Experts on Screening Methods for Reproductive 

Toxicity discussed and agreed on a protocol for a "Combined Repeat Dose and Reproductive/Developmental 

Screening Test", that could effectively be utilised in the initial evaluation of existing chemicals (1). 

 

2. This Test Guideline, which is an updated version of the protocol agreed at the London meeting, is 

the outcome of a Nominated Experts Meeting on Reproductive Toxicity Screening Methods, held in Tokyo, 

October 1992 (2).  The reproduction/developmental toxicity screening part is based on experience gained in 

Member countries from using the original method on existing high production volume chemicals and in 

exploratory tests with positive control chemicals (3)(4).  For the repeated dose toxicity part, it is in 

concordance with (the current proposal for updating) Guideline 407. 

 

 

INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

3. In the assessment and evaluation of the toxic characteristics of a chemical the determination of oral 

toxicity using repeated doses may be carried out after the initial information on toxicity has been obtained by 

acute testing.  This study provides information on the possible health hazards likely to arise from repeated 

exposure over a relatively limited period of time.  The method comprises the basic repeated dose toxicity 

study that may be used for chemicals on which a 90-day study is not warranted (e.g. when the production 

volume does not exceed certain limits) or as a preliminary study to a long-term study. 

 

4. It further comprises a reproduction/developmental toxicity screening test and, therefore, can also be 

used to provide initial information on possible effects on male and female reproductive performance such as 

gonadal function, mating behaviour, conception, development of the conceptus and parturition, either at an 

early stage of assessing the toxicological properties of chemicals, or on chemicals of concern.  This test does 

not provide complete information on all aspects of reproduction and development.  In particular, it offers only 

limited means of detecting postnatal manifestations of prenatal exposure, or effects that may be induced 

during postnatal exposure.  Due (amongst other reasons) to the selectivity of the end points, and the short 

duration of the study, this method will not provide evidence for definite claims of no 

reproduction/developmental effects.  Although, as a consequence, negative data do not indicate absolute 

safety with respect to reproduction and development, this information may provide some reassurance if actual 

exposures were clearly less than the dose related to the No Observed Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL). 

Moreover, in the absence of data from other reproduction/developmental toxicity tests, positive results are 

useful for initial hazard assessment and contribute to decisions with respect to the necessity and timing of 

additional testing. An endocrine signal might not be considered sufficient evidence on its own that the test 

substance is an endocrine disruptor.
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5. The Guideline also places emphasis on neurological effects as a specific endpoint, and the need for 

careful clinical observations of the animals, so as to obtain as much information as possible, is stressed.  The 

method should identify chemicals with neurotoxic potential, and which may warrant further in-depth 

investigation of this aspect.  In addition, the method may also give a basic indication of immunological 

effects.   

 

6. In the absence of data from other systemic toxicity, reproduction/developmental toxicity, 

neurotoxicity and/or immunotoxicity studies, positive results are useful for initial hazard assessment and 

contribute to decisions with respect to the necessity and timing of additional testing. The test may be 

particularly useful as part of the Screening Information Data Set (SIDS) for the assessment of existing 

chemicals for which little or no toxicological information is available and can serve as an alternative to 

conducting two separate tests for repeated dose toxicity (Guideline 407) and reproduction/developmental 

toxicity (Guideline 421), respectively.  It can also be used as a dose range finding study for more extensive 

reproduction/developmental studies, or when otherwise considered relevant. 

 

7. Generally, it is assumed that there are differences in sensitivity between pregnant and non-pregnant 

animals.  Consequently, it may be more complicated to determine dose levels in this combined test that are 

adequate to evaluate both general systemic toxicity and specific reproduction/developmental toxicity, rather 

than when the individual tests are conducted separately.  Moreover, interpretation of the test results with 

respect to general systemic toxicity may be more difficult than when conducting a separate repeated-dose 

study, especially when serum and histopathology parameters are not evaluated at the same time in the study.  

Because of these technical complexities, considerable experience in toxicity testing is required for the 

performance of this combined screening test.  On the other hand, apart from the smaller number of animals 

involved, the combined test may offer a better means of discriminating direct effects on 

reproduction/development from those that are secondary to other (systemic) effects. 

 

8. In this test, the dosing period is longer than in a conventional 28-day repeated dose study.  

However, it uses fewer animals of each sex per group when compared with the situation where a 

conventional 28-day repeated dose study is conducted in addition to a Reproduction/Developmental Toxicity 

Screening Test. 

 

9. This Guideline assumes oral administration of the test substance.  Modifications may be required if 

other routes of exposure are used. 

 

10. Definitions used are given in Annex 1. 

 

 

PRINCIPLE OF THE TEST 
 

11. The test substance is administered in graduated doses to several groups of males and females. 

Males should be dosed for a minimum of four weeks, up to and including the day before scheduled kill (this 

includes a minimum of two weeks prior to mating, during the mating period and, approximately, two weeks 

post mating).  In view of the limited pre-mating dosing period in males, fertility may not be a particularly 

sensitive indicator of testicular toxicity.  Therefore, a detailed histological examination of the testes is 

essential.  The combination of a pre-mating dosing period of two weeks and subsequent mating/fertility 

observations with an overall dosing period of at least four weeks, followed by detailed histopathology of the 

male gonads, is considered sufficient to enable detection of the majority of effects on male fertility and 

spermatogenesis. 
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12. Females should be dosed throughout the study.  This includes two weeks prior to mating (with the 

objective of covering at least two complete oestrous cycles), the variable time to conception, the duration of 

pregnancy and at least thirteenfour days after delivery, up to and including the day before scheduled kill. 

 

13. Duration of study, following acclimatisation, is dependent on the female performance and is 

approximately 5634 days, [at least 14 days pre-mating, (up to) 14 days mating, 22 days gestation, 134 days 

lactation]. 

 

14. During the period of administration, the animals are observed closely each day for signs of toxicity.  

Animals which die or are killed during the test are necropsied and, at the conclusion of the test, surviving 

animals are killed and necropsied. 

 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 

 

Selection of animal species 
 

15. This Test Guideline is designed for use with the rat.  If other species are used, appropriate 

modifications will be necessary.  Strains with low fecundity or well-known high incidence of developmental 

defects should not be used.  Healthy virgin animals, not subjected to previous experimental procedures, 

should be used.  The test animals should be characterised as to species, strain, sex, weight and/or age.  At the 

commencement of the study the weight variation of animals used should be minimal and not exceed ± 20% of 

the mean weight of each sex.  Where the study is conducted as a preliminary study to a long-term or a full-

generation study, preferably animals from the same strain and source should be used in both studies. 

 

Housing and feeding conditions 
 

16. The temperature in the experimental animal room should be 22 °C (± 3°).  The relative humidity 

should be at least 30% and preferably not exceed 70% other than during room cleaning.  Lighting should be 

artificial, the sequence being 12 hours light, 12 hours dark.  For feeding, conventional laboratory diets may be 

used with an unlimited supply of drinking water.  The choice of diet may be influenced by the need to ensure 

a suitable admixture of a test substance when administered by this method. 

 

17. Animals may be housed individually or be caged in small groups of the same sex; for group caging, 

no more than five animals should be housed per cage.  Mating procedures should be carried out in cages 

suitable for the purpose.  Pregnant females should be caged individually and provided with nesting materials. 

 

Preparation of the animals 
 

18. Healthy young adult animals are randomised and assigned to the treatment groups and cages.  

Cages should be arranged in such a way that possible effects due to cage placements are minimised.  The 

animals are uniquely identified and kept in their cages for at least five days prior to the start of the study to 

allow for acclimatisation to the laboratory conditions. 

 

Preparation of doses 
 

19. It is recommended that the test substance be administered orally unless other routes of 

administration are considered more appropriate.  When the oral route is selected, the test compound is usually 

administered by gavage; however, alternatively, test compounds may also be administered via the diet or 

drinking water. 
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20. Where necessary, the test substance is dissolved or suspended in a suitable vehicle.  It is 

recommended that, wherever possible, the use of an aqueous solution/suspension be considered first, 

followed by consideration of a solution/emulsion in oil (e.g. corn oil) and then by possible solution in other 

vehicles.  For non-aqueous vehicles the toxic characteristics of the vehicle must be known.  The stability of 

the test substance in the vehicle should be determined. 

 

 

PROCEDURE 
 

Number and sex of animals 
 

21. It is recommended that each group be started with at least 10 animals of each sex.  Except in the 

case of marked toxic effects, it is expected that this will provide at least 8 pregnant females per group which 

normally is the minimum acceptable number of pregnant females per group.  The objective is to produce 

enough pregnancies and offspring to assure a meaningful evaluation of the potential of the substance to affect 

fertility, pregnancy, maternal and suckling behaviour, and growth and development of the F1 offspring from 

conception to day 134 post-partum.  If interim kills are planned, the number should be increased by the 

number of animals scheduled to be killed before the completion of the study.  Consideration should be given 

to an additional satellite group of five animals per sex in the control and the top dose group for observation of 

reversibility, persistence or delayed occurrence of systemic toxic effects, for at least 14 days post treatment.  

Animals of the satellite groups will not be mated and, consequently, are not used for the assessment of 

reproduction/developmental toxicity. 

 

Dosage 
 

22. Generally, at least three test groups and a control group should be used.  If there are no suitable 

general toxicity data available, a range finding study may be performed to aid the determination of the doses 

to be used.  Except for treatment with the test substance, animals in the control group should be handled in an 

identical manner to the test group subjects.  If a vehicle is used in administering the test substance, the control 

group should receive the vehicle in the highest volume used. 

 

23. Dose levels should be selected taking into account any existing toxicity and (toxico-) kinetic data 

available for the test compound or related materials.  It should also be taken into account that there may be 

differences in sensitivity between pregnant and non-pregnant animals.  The highest dose level should be 

chosen with the aim of inducing toxic effects but not death nor obvious suffering.  Thereafter, a descending 

sequence of dose levels should be selected with a view to demonstrating any dosage related response and no 

adverse effects at the lowest dose level.  Two- to four- fold intervals are frequently optimum and addition of a 

fourth test group is often preferable to using very large intervals (e.g. more than a factor of 10) between 

dosages. 

 

Limit test 
 

24. If an oral study at one dose level of at least 1000 mg/kg body weight/day or, for dietary 

administration, an equivalent percentage in the diet, or drinking water (based upon body weight 

determinations), using the procedures described for this study, produces no observable toxic effects and if 

toxicity would not be expected based upon data from structurally related compounds, then a full study using 

several dose levels may not be considered necessary.  The limit test applies except when human exposure 

indicates the need for a higher dose level to be used.  For other types of administration, such as inhalation or 

dermal application, the physical chemical properties of the test substance often may dictate the maximum 

attainable exposure. 
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Administration of doses 
 

25. The animals are dosed with the test substance daily for seven days a week.  When the test substance 

is administered by gavage, this should be done in a single dose to the animals using a stomach tube or a 

suitable intubation cannula.  The maximum volume of liquid that can be administered at one time depends on 

the size of the test animal.  The volume should not exceed 1 ml/100 g body weight, except in the case of 

aqueous solutions where 2 ml/100 g body weight may be used.  Except for irritating or corrosive substances 

which will normally reveal exacerbated effects with higher concentrations, variability in test volume should 

be minimised by adjusting the concentration to ensure a constant volume at all dose levels. 

 

26. For substances administered via the diet or drinking water, it is important to ensure that the 

quantities of the test substance involved do not interfere with normal nutrition or water balance.  When the 

test substance is administered in the diet either a constant dietary concentration (ppm) or a constant dose level 

in terms of the animals' body weight may be used; the alternative used must be specified.  For a substance 

administered by gavage, the dose should be given at similar times each day, and adjusted at least weekly to 

maintain a constant dose level in terms of animal body weight.  Where the combined study is used as a 

preliminary to a long term or a full reproduction toxicity study, a similar diet should be used in both studies. 

 

Experimental schedule 
 

27. Dosing of both sexes should begin 2 weeks prior to mating, after they have been acclimatised for at 

least five days.  The study should be scheduled in such a way that mating begins soon after the animals have 

attained full sexual maturity.  This may vary slightly for different strains of rats in different laboratories, e.g. 

Sprague Dawley rats 10 weeks of age, Wistar rats about 12 weeks of age.  Dams with offspring should be 

killed on day 134 post-partum, or shortly thereafter.  In order to allow for overnight fasting of dams prior to 

blood collection (if this option is preferred), dams and their offspring need not necessarily be killed on the 

same day.  The day of birth (viz. when parturition is complete) is defined as day 0 post-partum.  Females 

showing no-evidence of copulation are killed 24-26 days after the last day of the mating period.  Dosing is 

continued in both sexes during the mating period.  Males should further be dosed after the mating period at 

least until the minimum total dosing period of 28 days has been completed.  They are then killed, or, 

alternatively, are retained and continued to be dosed for the possible conduction of a second mating if 

considered appropriate. 

 

28. Daily dosing of the parental females should continue throughout pregnancy and at least up to, and 

including, day 123 post-partum or the day before sacrifice.  For studies where the test substance is 

administered by inhalation or by the dermal route, dosing should be continued at least up to, and including, 

day 19 of gestation. 

 

29. Animals in a satellite group scheduled for follow-up observations, if included, are not mated.  They 

should be kept at least for a further 14 days after the first scheduled kill of dams, without treatment to detect 

delayed occurrence, or persistence of, or recovery from toxic effects. 

 

30. A diagram of the experimental schedule is given in Annex 2. 

 

Mating procedure 
 

31. Normally, 1:1 (one male to one female) matings should be used in this study.  Exceptions can arise 

in the case of occasional deaths of males.  The female should be placed with the same male until pregnancy 

occurs or two weeks have elapsed.  Each morning the females should be examined for the presence of sperm 

or a vaginal plug.  Day 0 of pregnancy is defined as the day a vaginal plug or sperm is found.  In case pairing 

was unsuccessful, re-mating of females with proven males of the same group could be considered. 
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Observations 
 

32. General clinical observations should be made at least once a day, preferably at the same time(s) 

each day and considering the peak period of anticipated effects after dosing.  The health condition of the 

animals should be recorded.  At least twice daily all animals are observed for morbidity and mortality. 

 

33. Once before the first exposure (to allow for within-subject comparisons), and at least once a week 

thereafter, detailed clinical observations should be made in all animals.  These observations should be made 

outside the home cage in a standard arena and preferably at the same time, each day.  They should be 

carefully recorded; preferably using scoring systems, explicitly defined by the testing laboratory.  Effort 

should be made to ensure that variations in the test conditions are minimal and that observations are 

preferably conducted by observers unaware of the treatment.  Signs noted should include, but not be limited 

to, changes in skin, fur, eyes, mucous membranes, occurrence of secretions and excretions and autonomic 

activity (e.g. lacrimation, piloerection, pupil size, unusual respiratory pattern).  Changes in gait, posture and 

response to handling as well as the presence of clonic or tonic movements, stereotypies (e.g. excessive 

grooming, repetitive circling), difficult or prolonged parturition or bizarre behaviour (e.g. self-mutilation, 

walking backwards) should also be recorded. 

 

34. At one time during the study, sensory reactivity to stimuli of different modalities (e.g. auditory, 

visual and proprioceptive stimuli) (5), (6), (7), assessment of grip strength (8) and motor activity assessment 

(9) should be conducted in five males and five females, randomly selected from each group.  Further details 

of the procedures that could be followed are given in the respective references.  However, alternative 

procedures than those referenced could also be used.  In males, these functional observations should be made 

towards the end of their dosing period, shortly before scheduled kill but before blood sampling for 

haematology or clinical chemistry.  Females should be in a physiologically similar state during these 

functional tests and should preferably be tested during lactation, shortly before scheduled kill.  In order to 

avoid hypoertthermia of pups, dams should be removed from the pups for not more than 30-40 minutes. 

 

35. Functional observations made once towards the end of the study may be omitted when the study is 

conducted as a preliminary study to a subsequent subchronic (90-day) or long-term study.  In that case, the 

functional observations should be included in this follow-up study.  On the other hand, the availability of data 

on functional observations from this repeated dose study may enhance the ability to select dose levels for a 

subsequent subchronic or long-term study. 

 

36. Exceptionally, functional observations may also be omitted for groups that otherwise reveal signs 

of toxicity to an extent that would significantly interfere with the functional test performance. 

 

37. The duration of gestation should be recorded and is calculated from day 0 of pregnancy.  Each litter 

should be examined as soon as possible after delivery to establish the number and sex of pups, stillbirths, live 

births, runts (pups that are significantly smaller than corresponding control pups), and the presence of gross 

abnormalities. 

 

38. Live pups should be counted and sexed and litters weighed within 24 hours of parturition (day 0 or 

1 post-partum) and at least on day 4 and day 13 post-partum.  In addition to the observations on parent 

animals (see paragraphs 33 and 34), any abnormal behaviour of the offspring should be recorded. 

 

38a. The anogenital distance (AGD) of each pup should be measured on at least one occasion from PND 

0 through PND 4. Pup body weight should be collected on the day the AGD is measured and the AGD should 

be normalized to a measure of pup size, preferably the cube root of body weight (10). The number of 

nipples/areolae in male pups should be counted on PND 12 or 13 as recommended in OECD GD 151 (11). 
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Body weight and food/water consumption 
 

39. Males and females should be weighed on the first day of dosing, at least weekly thereafter, and at 

termination.  During pregnancy, females should be weighed on days 0, 7, 14 and 20 and within 24 hours of 

parturition (day 0 or 1 post-partum), and at least day 4 and day 13 post-partum.  These observations should be 

reported individually for each adult animal. 

 

40. During pre-mating, pregnancy and lactation, food consumption should be measured at least weekly.  

The measurement of food consumption during mating is optional.  Water consumption during these periods 

should also be measured, when the test substance is administered by that medium. 

 

Haematology 
 

41. Once during the study, the following haematological examinations should be made in five males 

and five females randomly selected from each group:  haematocrit, haemoglobin concentration, erythrocyte 

count, total and differential leucocyte count, platelet count and a measure of blood clotting time/potential. 

 

42. Blood samples should be taken from a named site.  Females should be in a physiologically similar 

state during sampling.  In order to avoid practical difficulties related to the variability in the onset of 

gestation, blood collection in females may be done at the end of the pre-mating period as an alternative to 

sampling just prior to, or as part of, the procedure for killing the animals.  Blood samples of males should 

preferably be taken just prior to, or as part of, the procedure for killing the animals.  Alternatively, blood 

collection in males may also be done at the end of the pre-mating period when this time point was preferred 

for females. 

 

43. Blood samples should be stored under appropriate conditions. 

 

Clinical Biochemistry 
 

44. Clinical biochemistry determinations to investigate major toxic effects in tissues and, specifically, 

effects on kidney and liver, should be performed on blood samples obtained from the selected five males and 

five females of each group.  Overnight fasting of the animals prior to blood sampling is recommended
(1)

.  

Investigations of plasma or serum shall include sodium, potassium, glucose, total cholesterol, urea, creatinine, 

total protein and albumin, at least two enzymes indicative of hepatocellular effects (such as alanine 

aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase and sorbitol dehydrogenase) and bile acids.  Measurements of 

additional enzymes (of hepatic or other origin) may provide useful information under certain circumstances. 

 

44a. Blood samples from a defined site are taken from all pups and all dams at pup PND 13, at termination, 

stored under appropriate conditions and assessed for serum levels for thyroid hormones (T4 and TSH). Pup 

blood can be pooled by sex per litter for thyroid hormone analyses. 

 

                                                      
 
    

(1)
 For a number of measurements in serum and plasma, most notably for glucose, overnight fasting 

would be preferable.  The major reason for this preference is that the increased variability which 

would inevitably result from non-fasting, would tend to mask more subtle effects and make 

interpretation difficult.  On the other hand, however, overnight fasting may interfere with the general 

metabolism of the (pregnant) animals, disturbs lactation and nursing behaviour, and, particularly in 

feeding studies, may disturb the daily exposure to the test substance.  If overnight fasting is adopted, 

clinical biochemical determinations should be performed after the conduct of functional observations 

in week 4 of the study. 
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45. Optionally, the following urinalysis determinations could be performed in five randomly selected 

males of each group during the last week of the study using timed urine volume collection; appearance, 

volume, osmolality or specific gravity, pH, protein, glucose and blood/blood cells. 

 

46. In addition, studies to investigate serum markers of general tissue damage should be considered.  

Other determinations that should be carried out if the known properties of the test substance may, or are 

suspected to, affect related metabolic profiles include calcium, phosphate, fasting triglycerides and fasting 

glucose, specific hormones, methaemoglobin and cholinesterase.  These need to be identified on a case-by-

case basis. 

 

47. Overall, there is a need for a flexible approach, depending on the observed and/or expected effect 

with a given compound. 

 

48. If historical baseline data are inadequate, consideration should be given to determination of 

haematological and clinical biochemistry variables before dosing commences. 

 

Pathology 

 

Gross necropsy 
 

49. All adult animals in the study shall be subjected to a full, detailed gross necropsy which includes 

careful examination of the external surface of the body, all orifices, and the cranial, thoracic and abdominal 

cavities and their contents.  Special attention should be paid to the organs of the reproductive system.  The 

number of implantation sites should be recorded.  The counting of corpora lutea is strongly recommended. 

 

50. The testes and epididymides of all adult males should be weighed and the ovaries, testes, 

epididymides, accessory sex organs, and all organs showing macroscopic lesions of all adult animals, should 

be preserved. 

 

51. In addition, for five adult males and females, randomly selected from each group, the liver, kidneys, 

adrenals, thymus, spleen, brain and heart should be trimmed of any adherent tissue, as appropriate and their 

wet weight taken as soon as possible after dissection to avoid drying.  Of the selected males and females, the 

following tissues should also be preserved in the most appropriate fixation medium for both the type of tissue 

and the intended subsequent histopathological examination:  all gross lesions, brain (representative regions 

including cerebrum, cerebellum and pons), spinal cord, stomach, small and large intestines (including Peyer's 

patches), liver, kidneys, adrenals, spleen, heart, thymus, thyroid, trachea and lungs (preserved by inflation 

with fixative and then immersion), uterus, urinary bladder, lymph nodes (preferably one lymph node covering 

the route of administration and another one distant from the route of administration to cover systemic effects), 

peripheral nerve (sciatic or tibial) preferably in close proximity to the muscle, and a section of bone marrow 

(or, alternatively, a fresh mounted marrow aspirate). 

 

52. Formalin fixation is not recommended for routine examination of testes and epididymides.  An 

acceptable method is the use of Bouin's fixative for these tissues.  The clinical and other findings may suggest 

the need to examine additional tissues.  Also, any organs considered likely to be target organs based on the 

known properties of the test substance should be preserved. 

 

53. Dead pups and pups killed at day 134 post-partum, or shortly thereafter, should, at least, be 

carefully examined externally for gross abnormalities. Particular attention should be paid to the external 

reproductive genitals which should be examined for signs of altered development. 
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Histopathology 
 

54. Full histopathology should be carried out on the preserved organs and tissues of the selected 

animals in the control and high dose groups (with special emphasis on stages of spermatogenesis in the male 

gonads and histopathology of interstitial testicular cell structure).  These examinations should be extended to 

animals of other dosage groups, if treatment-related changes are observed in the high dose group. 

 

55. All gross lesions shall be examined.  To aid in the elucidation of NOAELs, target organs in other 

dose groups should be examined, particularly in groups claimed to show a NOAEL. 

 

56. When a satellite group is used, histopathology should be performed on tissues and organs identified 

as showing effects in the treated groups. 

 

 

DATA AND REPORTING 

 

Data 
 

57. Individual animal data should be provided.  Additionally, all data should be summarised in tabular 

form, showing for each test group the number of animals at the start of the test, the number of animals found 

dead during the test or killed for humane reasons, the time of any death or humane kill, the number of fertile 

animals, the number of pregnant females, the number of animals showing signs of toxicity, a description of 

the signs of toxicity observed, including time of onset, duration, and severity of any toxic effects, the types of 

histopathological changes, and all relevant litter data.  A tabular summary report format, which has proven to 

be very useful for the evaluation of reproductive/developmental effects, is given in Annex 3. 

 

58. When possible, numerical results should be evaluated by an appropriate and general acceptable 

statistical method.  The statistical methods should be selected during the design of the study. Statistical 

analysis of AGD and nipple retention should be based on individual pup data, taking litter effects into 

account.  Due to the limited dimensions of the study, statistical analyseis in the form of tests for 

"significance" are of limited value for many endpoints, especially reproductive endpoints.  Some of the most 

widely used methods, especially parametric tests for measures of central tendency, are inappropriate.  If 

statistical analyses are used then the method chosen should be appropriate for the distribution of the variable 

examined and be selected prior to the start of the study. 

 

Evaluation of results 
 

59. The findings of this toxicity study should be evaluated in terms of the observed effects, necropsy 

and microscopic findings.  The evaluation will include the relationship between the dose of the test substance 

and the presence or absence, incidence and severity of abnormalities, including  gross lesions, identified 

target organs, infertility, clinical abnormalities, affected reproductive and litter performance, body weight 

changes, effects on mortality and any other toxic effects. 

 

60. Because of the short period of treatment of the male, the histopathology of the testis and 

epididymius must be considered along with the fertility data, when assessing male reproduction effects.  The 

use of historic control data on reproduction/development (e.g. for litter size) where available may also be 

useful as an aid to the interpretation of the study. 
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Test report 
 

61. The test report must include the following information: 

 

 Test substance: 

 

  - physical nature and, where relevant, physicochemical properties; 

  - identification data. 

 

 Vehicle (if appropriate): 

 

  - justification for choice of vehicle, if other than water. 

 

 Test animals: 

 

  - species/strain used; 

  - number, age and sex of animals; 

  - source, housing conditions, diet, etc.; 

  - individual weights of animals at the start of the test. 

 

 Test conditions: 

 

  - rationale for dose level selection; 

  - details of test substance formulation/diet preparation, achieved concentration, stability 

   and homogeneity of the preparation; 

  - details of the administration of the test substance; 

  - conversion from diet/drinking water test substance concentration (ppm) to the actual 

   dose (mg/kg body weight/day), if applicable; 

  - details of food and water quality. 

 

 Results: 

 

  - body weight/body weight changes; 

  - food consumption and water consumption, if applicable; 

  - toxic response data by sex and dose, including fertility, gestation, and any other signs of 

   toxicity; 

  - gestation length; 

  - toxic or other effects on reproduction, offspring, postnatal growth, etc.; 

  - nature, severity and duration of clinical observations (whether reversible or not); 

  - sensory activity, grip strength and motor activity assessments; 

  - haematological tests with relevant base-line values; 

  - clinical biochemistry tests with relevant base-line values; 

  - number of live births and post implantation loss; 

  - number of pups with grossly visible abnormalities; gross evaluation of external genitalia, 

number of runts; 

  - time of death during the study or whether animals survived to termination; 

  - number of implantations, corpora lutea (recommended), litter size and litter weights at 

   the time of recording; 

  -  AGD of all pups 

  -  Nipple retention, male pups,  

  -  Thyroid hormone levels, dams and pups 
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  - body weight at sacrifice and organ weight data for the parental animals; 

  - necropsy findings; 

  - a detailed description of histopathological findings; 

  - absorption data (if available); 

  - statistical treatment of results, where appropriate. 

 

 Discussion of results. 

 

 Conclusions. 

 

 

Interpretation of Results 
 

62. The study will provide evaluations of reproduction/developmental toxicity associated with 

administration of repeated doses.  In particular, since emphasis is placed on both general toxicity and 

reproduction/developmental toxicity endpoints, the results of the study will allow for the discrimination 

between reproduction/developmental effects occurring in the absence of general toxicity and those which are 

only expressed at levels that are also toxic to parent animals.  It could provide an indication of the need to 

conduct further investigations and could provide guidance in the design of subsequent studies. 
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ANNEX 1 
 

 

DEFINITIONS 
 

Reproduction toxicity represents harmful effects on the progeny and/or an impairment of male and female 

reproductive functions or capacity. 

 

Maternal toxicity: adverse effects on gravid females, occurring either specifically (direct effect) or 

aspecifically (indirect effect) and being related to the gravid state. 

 

Impairment of fertility represents disorders of male or female reproductive functions or capacity. 

 

Developmental toxicity: the manifestation of reproductive toxicity, representing pre-, peri- post-natal, 

structural, or functional disorders in the progeny. 

 

Dose is the amount of test substance administered.  Dose is expressed as weight (g, gm) or as weight of test 

substance per unit weight of test animal (e.g. mg/kg), or as constant dietary concentration (ppm). 

 

Dosage is a general term comprising dose, its frequency and the duration of dosing. 

 

Evident toxicity is a general term describing clear signs of toxicity following administration of test substance.  

These should be sufficient for hazard assessment and should be such that an increase in the dose administered 

can be expected to result in the development of severe toxic signs and probable mortality. 

 

NOAEL is the abbreviation for no-observed-adverse-effect level and is the highest dose level where no 

adverse treatment-related findings are observed. 
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ANNEX 2 

 

DIAGRAM OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SCHEDULE, INDICATING THE MAXIMUM STUDY DURATION, 
BASED ON A FULL 14-DAY MATING PERIOD REVISED ACCORDING TO NOVEL ENDPOINTS 

 

 
   

 MALES/SIRES 

 

OPTIONAL  EXTENDED 

 EXPOSURE 

 

 

        

   MALES   MALES     

 

 

  

 + 

  PREGNANT FEMALES  DAMS  

        PUPS  

 

 FEMALES 
 

 FEMALES 
      

     

 NON-PREGNANT FEMALES 

    

      

 Pre-mating 

 (14 days) 

 Mating 

 (maximum 14 days) 
 Gestation 

(approx. 22 days) 
   

          Lactation  

1                        7                         14                        21                                  28                         35                          42                      50               54 63 
Start of 
the study 
 
 
 
 Dosing  Without 
    Dosing 

Haematology/clinical 
chemistry in males and females 
(optional) 

  Necropsy males/sires (optional) 
  Functional observations in males (optional) 
  Haematology/clinical chemistry in males, when killed 
  (after dosing period of at least 4 weeks) 

Parturition 
AGD in all 

pups 

Day 134 post-partum 
Necropsy females and pups 
Necropsy males/sires 
(optional).  Functional 
observations in males 
(optional) and females 
Haematology/clinical 
chemistry in males and 
females (optional) 
Nipple retention in male pups.  
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ANNEX 3 
 
TABULAR SUMMARY REPORT OF EFFECTS ON REPRODUCTION/DEVELOPMENT 
 

OBSERVATIONS VALUES 

Dosage (units)....... 0 (control) . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Pairs started (N)      

Females showing evidence of copulation (N)      

Females achieving pregnancy (N)      

Conceiving days 1 - 5 (N)      

Conceiving days 6 - . . .(1
2)

 (N)      

Pregnancy = 21 days (N)      

Pregnancy = 22 days (N)      

Pregnancy ³ 23 days (N)      

Dams with live young born (N)      

Dams with live young at day 4 pp (N)      

Corpora lutea/dam (mean)      

Implants/dam (mean)      

Live pups/dam at birth (mean)      

Live pups/dam at day 4 (mean)      

Sex ratio (m/f) at birth (mean)      

Sex ratio (m/f) at day 4 (mean)      

Litter weight at birth (mean)      

Litter weight at day 4 (mean)      

Pup weight at birth (mean)      

Pup AGD at birth or before day 4 (mean)      

Pup weight at day 4 (mean)      

Male pup nipple retention at day 12 or 13 (mean)      

ABNORMAL PUPS 

   Dams with 0      

   Dams with 1      

   Dams with 2      

LOSS OF OFFSPRING 

Pre-implantation (corpora lutea minus implantations) 

   Females with 0      

   Females with 1      

   Females with 2      

   Females with 3      

Pre-natal (implantations minus live births) 

   Females with 0      

   Females with 1      

   Females with 2      

   Females with 3      

Post-natal (live births minus alive at post natal day 134) 

   Females with 0      

   Females with 1      

   Females with 2      

    Females with 3      

 

                                                      
 
    (1) last day of the mating period 
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Appendix 3 Study report from DTU Food on malformations of the external genitalia in young 

male rat offspring 

 

1. This project investigates sexual development in male rat offspring after in utero exposure 

to the endocrine disrupting anti-androgen procymidone. The main purpose of this study was to 

investigate whether malformations of the male offspring’s genitalia could be scored soon after birth 

and furthermore to access weather it was possible to score the degree of these malformations early 

after birth. Moreover whether there is a correlation between anogenital distance (AGD) at birth, 

nipple retention at pup day (PD) 14 and malformations of the external genitalia in the young male 

rat offspring. 

2. 40 paired Wistar rats were dosed with either 0, 25, 50 or 75 mg / kg body weight / day of 

the known anti -androgenic pesticide procymidone from day 7 of gestation to PD 4. At birth the 

following endpoints was recorded: weight of the dams, sex ratio in litters, pup weight and AGD as 

well as external malformations of the sexual organs. A score of 0-3 was used for the external 

malformations. Score 0 indicated normal while score 3 indicated very severe malformations. All 

male rats were kept until PD 55. All male offspring were examined for external abnormalities of the 

genitals at PD 6, PD 14, PD 22 and PD 54 /55. In addition, the animals were tested for nipple 

retention at UD 14, and their penile length was measured at UD 55. 

3. The study showed that AGD was significantly decreased in all exposed groups (p <0.01) 

and that the males from all exposed groups showed a significant increase in the malformation score 

compared with the control males ( at both UD 6, UD 14, UD 22 and UD 54 /55 ) . There was an 

increase in the number of males with malformations from day 0 to day 6, and a dose-related 

correlation between reduced AGD and the increased occurrence of malformations. This reduction 

was more evident on days 6, 14 and 22 than on day 0. On day 54-55 , where the male rats were 

sexually mature , also cryptorchidism were seen as well as  a dose - related decrease in penis length. 

4. The results support that a change in AGD may predict permanent malformations of the 

external genitalia in rats later in life. Anogenital distance seems to be a reliable biomarker for later 

malformations and decreased penile length. Malformations of male offspring’s genitalia could be 

scored early after birth (day 0 and day 6 in particular) and these early abnormalities turned out to be 

permanent and seemed to be deteriorating/worsening with age. 

5. Results are seen below (unpublished) 
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